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BEATRIZ MOYA
Managing Editor

Mariachi Magnifico-Saul Berrios, of the music department's mariachi group,
performs during merger festivities. The group will celebrate Dies y Seis de
(Photo by Joel Martinez)
septiembre at noon today in the Media Theater.
tices and for the dignity of all
human beings."

ROTC gets new commander
PERRY MAYALL
Staff Writer

New ROTC Commander Lt.
ColMayo W. Neylandhas some
fresh ideas to be implemented in
the near future to boost recruitment for the UT-Pan American
ROTC program.
"We will be changing the way
in which we will reach new recruits," Neyland said.
One change will be the initiation of a four phase operation
which will use senior cadets to
reachatargetpopulation,suchas
beginning freshmen and other
upper level students, Neyland
said.
Each team will first target the
area,
then implement
a plan to reach its target area, he
added.
"If you want a corp to command, go find it; go get me one,"
Neyland told his cadets.
Neyland said the new recruitment process may not show
immediate results, but he feels
confident that the procedure will
be successful in the long run.
"Right now it's going to be a
slow process, but we are institutionalizingsomethingthat'snew,
Neyland saicj.. "When that happens, it takes a while."
OncestudentsarereCT:1it~din~o
. the system, Neyland said, 1twill
be up to the students themselves
to develop the ROTC program.

"We've got to get them to buy
into (the program) and they've
got to design it," he said.
"Wake'v~ got kto,,mNoti~ated th ~md
tom e It wor 'h. ~Y .an sai ·
"That is leaders 1p m its purest
sense."
BesidesrecruitmentforROTC,
the cadre is also working on other
endeavors.
One of the most visible projects was the traffic control the
cadetsvolunteeredforduringthe
UT/Pan American merger and
Founders Day celebration.
The group will also participate
in Veterans Day celebrations.
The main project for Neyland,
though, is the training of his students.
"We have a whole semesters
worth of training pretty well laid
out," he said.
Because UT-PA has many
commuter students, considera-f
tion is given in the planning o
activities and how it effects the
student in traveltimeandsoforth,
Ney1and said.
The training given at the college level is very different than
the training received at the high
school level, Neyland said.
Training at the college level
pr~:pares a stude_nt to e~tl!r !he
military as an officer, while high
school ROTC prepares a person

.
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Faculty Senate
investigates charges
BEATRIZ MOYA
Managing Editor

A" 16 de septiembre" celebration to commemorate the Independence of Mexico will be held
today at noon in the Media Theater Auditorium.
According to Dr. Lino Garcia,
director of the center for latinamerican studies, "it is significantly important to celebrate this
event because this area was part
of Mexico when Padre Miguel
Hidalgo y Costilla gave his famous 'grito' for freedom which
rang throughout the Spanish
Empire of that time."
During the celebration, Dr. Jose
Hinojosa, political science associate professor and department
chair, will reenact the "grito de
independencia". In addition, Dr.
Gilbert Cardenas will speak about
Mexico.
Following the speech, the
Mexican-American department
faculty will present a plaque to
President Miguel Nevarez for his
involvement in the Pan American University/University of
Texas System merger specifically, said Garcia.
The UT-PA mariachi will perform favorite Mexican songs.

that Padre Hidalgo was the first
Hispanic to cry out against injus-

·, --....:::::

MERICAN

'Diez y Seis' festivities today

Garcia stressed UT-PA celebrates Mexico's independence
because "many descendants of
those early settlers still live in
this area. We must remember

. --:,.

forentrylevelpositionsNeyland
said.
He added that ROTC training
will benefit not only the armed
forces but will also be a big benefit
to the Valley area in producing
good leaders for local businesses.

Lt. Col. Mayo W. Neyland
·
Jans Ney1and
0therupcommgp
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b
·
f
·
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General Staff College in Leavenworth, Kansas, where he directed spouse training and educationalprograms.
Neyland received his master's
in psychology at Georgia State
University and an advanced
degree in management at New
Mexico State University.
Neyland has an extensive list
of accomplishments while he was
enlisted in the Army. He served
in the l lth Armored and Sth
Infantry while in Vietnam from
1970 to 197 1. While there,
Neyland earned the Bronze Star
and Military Service Medal.
Neyland was personnel officer
fortheBerlinBrigadefrom 1982
to 1984 _ He earned a Senior
P~achutist badge, making 33
jumps, while commanding a
company of th e 82nd A'rrborne
from 1971 to 1974 _
He graduated from Jo h n
Marshall High School in San
Antonio in 1964 _ Neyland was
an ROTC cadet at Sam Houston
•
h
h
State University, w ere e maJ·ored in photography.

volleyball team that will competewithotherareagroups,such
~ t~e National Gl!~d. This ~ill
msull a team spmt and _bring
about he~lthy compeuuon,
Neyland said.
Neyland came to UT-PA from
the U.S. Army Command and

Neyland said that the push in
recruitment will be successful
only with the involvement of
th~se~h?are presentl~inR<;)~C.
This i~, a leadersh1p_ tra1!;m,g
pro$fam, Neyland said. It s
their corp, and ~hey are th,~ ones
that help make It happen.
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A letter from UT-Pan American President Miguel Nevarez to
faculty members regarding the
senate investigation of termination charges against two business administration professors
was reviewed yesterday by the
Faculty Senate.
During their first meeting Aug.
30, the Faculty Senate appointed
a committee to investigate
charges filed against two UT-PA
professors for moral turpitude and
professional incompetence.
The decision by faculty senators to appoint an investigative
committee stemmed after
Nevarez named a tribunal to hear
the case without preliminary
inquiries by the faculty.
The senate agreed to form a
committee to research the charges
filed against the two professors.
In regard to the letter, Dr. Jerry
Polinard, political science professor and faculty senator, said
there are at least two points that
need to be addressed.
The first point in question is
Nevarez' belief that the Faculty
Senate will be conducting the

investigation publicly, Polinard
said, and the second point involves the Faculty Senate's
rights.
"Both faculty members involved have endorsed the senate's involvement," Polinard
said.
Olga Ramirez, assistant professor of mathematics and
member of the committee to
investigate, added that committee members are respecting the
privacy of the faculty.
Addressing the second point,
Polinard said faculty members
want a body other than the administration to investigate the
charges.
The
Faculty
Senate
Constitution empowers the senate to get involved in matters of
this nature, Dr. David Alvirez,
Faculty Senate chairman, said.
It was decided that a letter of
clarification will be drafted and
distributed to all faculty.
The investigative committee is
contemplating setting up a meeting with Nevarez to discuss the
matter.
The Faculty Senate will meet
again in two weeks.

Apology to Professors
In the front page story in the Sept. 7 edition of "The Pan American "
Dr. Daniel Lee and Dr. Charles Ellard were accused of "mor~l
turpitude" by the merit appraisal committee formed by the business
school. Because of the way the article was written, it could be
construed that Lee Ellard were being charged with some type of
sexual offense. The two were not charged with any type of sexual
offense, nor did "The Pan American" wish to allude that the professors
were charged with such.
"The Pan American" regrets any problems or confusions this
statement may have caused.

Leadership conferenee
to meet at Casa de Palmas
NEZ
DANNY MARTI
Staff Writer

ThefallLeadershipConference
will be held Sept. 30 at the Royal
Palm Ballroom of the Casa de
PalmasinMcAllenand will focus
on the development of leadership skills of student organizations' leaders.
Elvie Davis, assistant dean for
student development, said the
conference will consist of sessions presented by members of
the university staff to educate
student leaders on leadership
skills and provide useful infermation in order to promote the
accomplishment of goals and
objectives.
"Student organizations are the
heartofcampuslife,"Davissaid.
"They are to be valued and nurtured."
Topics to be discussed include
leadership styles, ethical issu~s
as ~ey relate t? student o~g~mzau?ns, assertiveness trammg,
parliamentary procedure, and
·

time management.
Because of the changes the
merger has brought to the university, new policy, regulations
and university resources for student organizations will also be
outlined.
In addition, a mock meeting
will be performed in which s~udents will have the opportumty
toplayrespective role_sth_atexist
within student organ1zat1ons.th
Davis, coordinator for
e
conference, said registration
forms were sent to each student
organization. A $10 fee must be
paid for each delegate of an organization who wishes to attend.
The fee includes all workshop
materials and lunch will be provided. During the four course
meal, a fun exercise in proper
table etiquette will take place.
The conference will begin at 8
a.m. and will run 1;1n~il 5 P-~·
Deadline for submittmg registration forms is Sept. 26.

Expansion starts to meet demands of growth
JOE ZAMBRANO
Staff Writer

Renovation, headed by the
physical plant, is currently in
progress at different areas _on
campus to accommodate mcreases in the staff and student
population.
Construction of a new parking
lot, the addition of offices in the
CAS building and the remodeling of the snack bar are among

the projects the plant is undertak.
.
ing this semester.
One of ~e m_any are_as m which
construc_t10n is addm~ to ~e
campus is then~~ par½mg lo! m
frontoftheadm1mstrat1on bml~ing said William Chess, as~oc1ate vice president of busmess
.
affairs.
Although, the construction
will not solve the parking problem caused by the increase in
students and staff, it will ease the

pr_oblem ~or visi~ors and people
with. busm~ss. m the Student
Services B~ildmg.
.
_
The parkmg lot is bemg ~~n
structed b>" South Texas Utility
ConSttuctl?n Comp~y u nder
coThntrabct dw1th t~e phys~a~plant.
e u getgi~entot e ep~ment by the Higher Education
s stem Assistance fund for the
by b"d h" h
f
ase 1 w 1c was so1e1y or
h
k-'
f
$
226 749
0
t ?dpDar
s:pace, d
' .'
sru. an av1s, groun superv1sor.
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The parking lot project began
on Aug. 7 with a 90 day finishing
period. However, th~ construetion company has aesumated the
project will be completed by the
end of this month.
Along with the parking space
t
t f
comes an over1ay a a cos o
$10,614, an unnegotiated berm
with a $10 000 limit o-r·ass and
,
, t:,•
sprinkler system that yet has to
be given a set price to but does
have a contract.

Classrooms in the CAS building are being converted into
temporary office space for staff
and faculty members, Chess said.
Chess said renovation is continuallybeingdone at the dorms,
but usually goes unnoticed by
students.
.
f
H~ clted such examples o
repairs done to the dorms, such
• •
b'
·
as rewmng, plum mg repairs,
emergencyexitrepairsandhandicap access availability.

Remodeling will soon be do~e
o~ the snack bar and caf~t~na
with_ a cost on Southwest D1m~g
services ~f $200,000 alo~g with
new_ eqmpment for their own
serv1ce.
Additional money is not given
to the dining service from fees.
In d h
f
f
stea ,t epercent_ageo_ pro its
collected by the umverslty from
th
d' ·
S ·
·
ou we~t mmg erv1ce 1s
lowered m order to compensate
for the cost.

s
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Re-evaluation
of cafeteria policy
needed

T

he purpose of a university is to serve its students. Each
university employee, faculty and staff, is here because
students are here. Without students there is no university, and without a university there is no job for thepresident, the deans, the teachers, the secretaries or the cafeteria food
managers.
Recently, there have been numerous complaints by students
about the service they receive from the cafeteria employees:
employees who have been hired to serve the students and to insure
they receive every meal they have paid for in advance.
Students are denied an extra tater tot or a burger bun because,
according to the serving staff, they are not allowtd to ration out
extra portions by their superiors.
Students eating at the cafeteria should be able to make special
orders should the items be available.
It is a law of human nature that when a person is denied something desired, he will search until he finds a way to obtain it.
Students, by the same law, have been forced to find dishonest ways
to obtain their means of nourishment at the cafeteria.
A good example of this theory is the chicken pattie offered by
the cafeteria. The chicken pattie can easily be made into a tasty
sandwich by simply wedging it between a hamburger bun.
However, cafeteria goers cannot obtain a hamburger bun without
getting a hamburger-soybean hybrid pattie.
Consequently, many students get the chicken pattie on one trip
through the line, only to go back a second time to get a complete
hamburger. Once getting the bun, the student discards the rest of
the fixings.
Wastes such as this can be alleviated by minor changes in the
food service policies.

.--- .
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Low standards evident through media

T

here are several mediums in which
good ideas, thought provoking questions, responsible journalism and talAnother complaint students have brought to the attention of
ented entertainment can be brought into view.
school officials is the refusal by the food service director to proSadly, however, each medium is severely
vide meals for students who attend class during the regular serving abused.
hours. Students have been forced to go out and buy their dinner
Shelves of literature· are filled with silly
elsewhere because the "cafeteria man" could not be convinced of
romance PO\jels, sick tabloids ful~ oflies and
the legitimacy of their predicament.
synthetic news decorate the supermarket
check-out
stands and inane shows such as
If this is going to become habitual, Housing should return the
"Star
Search"
portray and inaccurate ideal of
students' money for every meal they miss.
what talent is supposed to be.
Students have also complained about being treated rud~ly ~d
Understandably,
such mediums are
disrespectfully when they go in to speak to the food service ~1recabused almost exclusively to make a buck
tor. In addition, students are told to leave and make an appomtand are run and sustained by people who
ment before they expect to be heard and serviced.
have seemingly no talent or ethics in the
particular field. The people who are guilty of
Accordingly, students can go to bed hungry that night for all the advocating the abused aspects of mediums
cafeteria staff care.
usually do not know any better or they deThe cafeteria management seems to have failed in adhering to
fend their actions on the basis of a "matter of
the ideals of an educational institution, where every university
taste" argument.
employee is there to "serve the students", be it the classroom, the
As for myself, I realize it is necessary to
library, the administration or the cafeteria.
suspend all disbelief in order to be entertained. But the success of the misemployed
Let's not lose sight of the real purpose of UT-PA. Students
aspects of instrumentality gives testimony
deserve every ounce of help that can be contributed to them.
that people not only suspend their disbelief
but their common sense and intelligence as
well.
L E TT ER 5 POL IC Y:
Take Music Television (MTV) for example. Never was there a more demented
"The Pan American" welcomes input from all readers. Letters
medium of music established for so-called
to the editor should be 300 words or less. They may be edited
for libelous statements, correct spelling and grammatical
errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions will not run.
All letters must be signed and include the writer's telephone
number, and where applicable, major and classification or job
title. Letters must be legible. Names may be withheld upon
request. · Letters must be submitted at the Student Publications
Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Tuesday prior to
publication. The editors reserve the right to not print any
letter. If interested in writing a guest column, contact the
editor.
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THE WITNESS
DANNY MARTINEZ
Staff Writer

music lovers. Admittedly, it was an interestmg concept in the beginning 'ou·t now MTV
is the single most influential entity in the
promotion of flaky, unoriginal teenybopper
music.
The music videos are so stereotypical that
if a video contains a catchy computerized
beat, half-naked dancers and a couple of
special effects, it will be a success. Essentially, this makes it possible for anyone who
has money to make a video and call themselves a musician.
A long time ago, I used to watch "Star
Search", hosted by Ed McMahon, a man
with no obvious talent. This show is supposed to present new talent to the viewing
audience. But, aside from a few exceptions,
there has not been anyone on the show who
displayed any panicular genius in a unique
way. It seems as though the performances
are dictated by producers who want a flashy
show.
Take for instance the singers appearing
on the show. If someone came out and sang

a simple song with much controlled emotion
and great tonal quality against someone who
sounded as if he sucked helium before the
performance and as though he was being
murdered at the same, the former would lose
every time.
Nevertheless, people eat that type of perfonnanoe up, oblivious to the fact that any
form of substance was absent.
Simply stated, the abused aspects of radio, TV,newspaper and other agents in which
genuine creations of mankind can infiltrate
society are too prevalent. As a result, people
have no concept of originality or style and
get a false concept of how things should be
done.
One recent program that showed much
originality and intellect was "St. Elsewhere."
This program would insert subtle innuendo
into the dialogue, such as lyrics from classic
rock songs or references to characters in
other TV shows.
Sadly, "St. Elsewhere" was canceled
because of low ratings while asinine sitcoms
such as "Three's Company soared high on
the Nielsen flagpole.
Granted, I can see where some of the
maligned phases of some mediums can, at
times, be entertaining. But be sure not to
suspend dis belief to the point where you are
no longer being entertained, but insulted.

Drug prevention begins at home
TAKE TWO
W
hen we pick up a newspaper
these days, one of the first headlines we read is about new developments on the drug front. When we tum
MELISSA DOWNEY
on the evening news or CNN we see footage
Staff Writer
of violent, drug-related terrorism. The battle
is raging all around us. For some, it is right Say No'' campaigns have been plentiful on
next door, and for the fortunate ones it is only TV station breaks and they try to drill ideas
through the media that the problems are into the minds of viewers that "Users Are
witnessed.
Losers."
This is a start.
Either way, it affects us all.
We hear much about federal agents huntThe government has also begun to impleing drug traffickers and leaders of organized ment more classroom campaigns. Some
crime who deal with drugs, and it seems proposals have even gone so far as to insist
most of the efforts to stop the drug epidemic on using state funds as an incentive for
have been concentrated on the outside influ- schools to incorporate drug prevention into
ences.
their programs.
This is also good.
Our country should work on these aspects,
but our methods of controlling drugs should
Aside from educating the public we need
not be to work mainly from the outside in, to form stiff penalties for those involved.
but rather from the inside out. We have to Bush suggested house arrest and boot camps
cure the causes before we can cure the ef- for drug prisoners, to prevent overcrowding.
fects.
Bush philosophy needs to focus on getting
people off the dependency of drugs and not
Unfortunately, President Bush does not
on retarding the South American drug conseem to hold the same philosophy. In his
nection.
recent speech, Bush gave his policy for the
Should Bush succeed in narrowing the
"war on drugs," which mostly consists of flow of drugs into the U.S., only two things
"fighting" on foreign soil and prosecuting
will happen.
people involved in outside trafficking.
First, access to illegal drugs will be diffiThis has caused a great deal of controversy cult, but not impossible. A person who
because people don't think we should waste wants a drug badly enough will be able to
our money exhausting our energies by fight- find a supplier.
ing a war in the wrong place--outside our
Second, the price of the drugs will incountry-when the right place to fight the crease, causing addicts to resort to any means,
war is at home.
including crime, to quench their thirst for
For the past three or four years, the "Just drugs.

B1;1sh could employ the help of the states,
particularly the southern border states in
quelling drug abuse and addiction in 'the
country.
State Comptroller Bob Bullock was among
those in the state government who succeeded in passing a legislation requiring
drug traff~cker~ to pay a drug tax. Taxed
drugs are 1dent1fied by a stamp with a skull
and crossbones. The price tags for these
stamps can run up to thousands of dollars per
gram.

The program is dubbed the "Al Capone
tax," as it is similar to the law used to capture
the legendary organized crime figure of the
early 20th century. The federal government
nabbed Capone on tax evasion for bootleg
liquor sales.
The legislators really must have had a
sense of humor when_ they drew up this
laudable plan. What will happen is that if a
dealer pays ~e tax he/she will blow his/her
cover and ~111 face a stiff jail sentence.
Therefore this person will probably not pay
the tax. Ifthepersondoesn'tpay the tax and
gets caught, he/she will face both a jail
sentenc~ for drug trafficking and a fine for
possessing untaxed drugs.
Ei~e_r way these people are doomed.
. This 1s a start in deterring the flow of drugs
mto the U.S. But, the Bush administration
needs to focus more efforts in alleviatino
the
0
supplr rather than the dem and.
Until Bush ~oes this, the drug problem will
rage on, makmg George look like Cervantes
fighting the windmill of druo
influx into the
0
United States.

READER'S
Ex-staffer
•
praises
newspaper
To the editor:
I would like to take this
opportunity to congratulate the
staff of "The Pan· American"
for its exceptional efforts in
producing a fine college newspaper for the students of The
University of Texas-Pan
American.
The first two issues, which I
recently received, were of
exceptional quality. The bold
new look in layout, the exceptional writing and the quality of
artistic material is comparable
if not far better than any of the
college newspapers available
within the boundaries of Kentucky or the region.
I would particularly like to
commend Mr. Danny Martinez
on his fine column of August
31 (Newspaper: Forum for
Debate), in which he correctly
spotted a logical inconsistency
within my final column for
"The Pan American." With
fine minds such as Mr. Martinez' working for the newspaper, I am confident that students will have a thought
provoking, quality publication
to enjoy week after week.
I would finally like to wish
all the best with the new university. It was nice to be
among the final graduates from
Pan American University, and I
am sure that the future holds
great things for all those now
involved with UT-PA.

Edwin Aguilar
Political Science graduate.

Irresponsible
journalism
spotted
To the editor:

VO/CE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - T h e Pan American• September 14, 1989 • Page 3
made public, except for the
very broad and vague terms,
"moral turpitude" and "professional incompetence." The
inclusion of your definition_ or
interpretation of moral turpitude is a clear instance of
shoddy journalism that you
should see fit to expand upon
an already damning dictionary
definition.
True, you did not allege that
either professor was charged
with such acts, but by the
inclusion of your definition,
you did give the reader reason
to infer such a thing. The less
journalistically sensational
charge of plagiarism, and
perhaps the basis for the administration's charge, is given
very short shrift on page six,
where it might easily be overlooked.
The community reads "The
Pan American" and most
imponantly the students also
read it, and by the word, your
word, two professors who have
contributed to the growth of
this institution, are labeled non
grata.
As a member of the university community, I object to this
form of irresponsibility. You
may have done a tremendous
amount of harm to two persons
who can very well lose their
positions and their reputations
before they are allowed a
hearing. Responsible journalism is just what the term
implies. You are responsible
for reponing the news in a way
which will allow readers to
evaluate you have failed miserably.

Barbara Villarreal
Library

Reader
critiques
savant duo
To the editor:

Your front page article in
"The Pan American" of Sept. 7
on the-possible terminati0n of
professors Danie1 Lee and
Charles Ellard is an example of
the highest order of irresponsible reporting. The first four
paragraphs make clear that
definitive charges against these
two professors have not been

Even months after Edwin
Aguilar's welcome, but over1due retirement from the Student Publications staff, we still
have his mentcrs writing in
invoking his holy name in
admiration.
Sam Freeman's 9n/89
commentary uses all the standard sociological cliches in

claiming that Edwin's critics
are basically ignorant, intolerant victims of propaganda in
subservient positions in authoritarian society. We sure
are luckly to have the fearless
South Texas Savant Duo of
Freeman/Aguilar to show us
dumb Valley hillbillies the
light of truth and edification.
Freeman is upset because there
are those of us who have
publically called his disciple
exactly what he is: an obnoxious, loudmouthed, sardonic,
lowlife peckerhead.
John Speer and Danny
Martinez should be incensed at
the very thought of being
compared to that malicious
twerp, who Freeman apparantly
sees as a beacon of intelect.
Freeman says that Edwin
welcomed critical responses as
"food for thought". Sorry,
Sam, but when it came to
thinking, Edwin was on a
starvation diet. Edwin is a very
confused young man
Edwin sat safely behind his
word processor, busily castigating those who were literally
fighting for the same rights that
he abused on a weekly basis,
most notably in Nicaragua. I
don't think he had the balls it
would take to trade in his
typewriter for a machine gun
and do the same for this country.
Edwin was always quick to
repudiate racism in all its forms
(as long as the rules didn't
apply to Hispanics), and went
on to fully support a bigotted
book fund.
Edwin protested the barbecue
of mass murderer/rapist Ted
Bundy as being uncivilized .
Edwin must not have a sister.
Edwin squawked because
UT-PA preferred to spend
money on landscaping rather
than a saloon or gameroom
facilities. If beer and pool are
criteria for higher education,
I'm surprised that he didn't
transfer to the University of
Pepe's by the River to work on
his master"'~ cfegree. '
Edwin's supreme effon in
irresponsible journalism was
his editorial that twisted a
family's desperate search for
their dead, mutilated son into
an ethnic flap.

u -NIVERSITY MAR_T
(Across from UTPA Campus)
1000 W. University Dr.

381-1341
ORDERS TOGO

Breakfast
Tacos
2 for

Lunch
plates

DRIVE

99¢

THRU

$2.89

WINDOW

Letty Marroquin
Owner

Edwin Aguilar was the
proverbial angry young man,
mad at the world and everyone
in it. His Ivory-Tower mentality apparently came from being
educated beyond his intelligence and life experiences..
This syndrome stems from
spending too much time in
school where all life's answers
are conveniently located in the
closest textbook.
Ralph Waldo Emerson once
said that one of the marks of an
educated man is the ability to
recognize a clown when he
sees one. In the case of the
Dynamic Duo vs. ignorant,
intolerant critics like me, the
university community will have
to decide who the real bozos
are.

Scott Fabian
Senior

SGA serves
no purpose
To the editor:
Hey SGA, every year you
receive a $10,000 budget from
the university that is taken from
UT-Pan Am student fees. What
is the function of SGA? One of
the functions is to spend the
money allocated to them on
themselves or on the students.
We, speaking for most students, would rather have this
money spent on us. After all,
this money does come from our
pockets.
Some things that have
crippled SGA have been
attempts to solve problems that
are beyond their staff, time and
budget. For example: in the
previous Alvarez' administration there was an attempt to
solve child care, parking and
security problems. All these

attempts fell flat on their face.
Face it guys you cannot do it
with a $10,000 budget.
This years administration
looks like the Alvarez administration. The John DuPree
administration has already
To the editor:
proven to be a failure. They
Thank you for printing my
failed to get the student book
letter in which I expressed why
exchange to operate on time.
I feel we should not make flag
This project was handled well
desecration
an illegal form of
by previous administrations.
protest. Unfortunatly, there
Another failure of the DuPree
were several errors in the
administration was to get ti :e
printing
of the letter in the
senators sworn into office on
paper.
All
the errors were
time. Due to this undertypos or omissions. I underdeveloped and apathetic adstand that the paper is staffed
ministration, $4,000 left over
by student volunteers and that
from the Alvarez administrayou work under deadline
tion were not spent and went
pressures.
into the university black hole.
Why does SGA continue to
However, one important
try to tackle problems they
paragraph was gutted. The
cannot handle? The university
deleted portion contained my
is aware of the existing probmost imponant reason for
lems on campus such as parkopposing the flag burning law.
ing, security, dorms, child care, I realize that I am taking an
registration, not enough classes unpopular stand and therefore
offered and high drop-out rates. my arguments must be preIt would take more than a
sented as clearly as possible to
measly $10,000 budget to have compete with more popular
some impact on these probideas.
lems.
Please reprint the gutted
Face it SGA, the most you
paragraph in its entirety.
can do with $10,000 is purNoe De La Garza
chase paper and pens for
"The flag is a visual image.
students. Maybe bring a
The destruction of the flag does
speaker or two to speak to the
not change what our country
university students free of
stands for. The words of the
charge. Hell, even free sandConstitution of the United
wiches for students would not
States are much more than
be a bad idea. Or how about
symbols. The words are real.
throwing a party at the end of
The words provide the foundathe year featuring a good blues
tion for Americas' freedom.
or rock band.
If SGA cannot come up with They affect all our daily transsomthing reasonable to do with actions. The words provide the
the money they receive, maybe weight and justification for just
laws. The words protect the
we should do away with SGA
vital diversity which has helped
(by force if necessary) and the
· us survive countless crisis. We
money should be given to
must protect the Constitution,
organizations that would know
including the Bill of Rights, if
how to spend it wisely.
it is to continue to protect us!"
Student Liberation Front

Paragraph
"was gutted"
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Classroom supplies • Scantron forms • Blue Books
Gift items •T-shirts• Magazines • and MORE!

University Bookstore Annex
Uni'versity Center
Rm. 103
Hours:

Mon - Thurs 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Friday 7:30 a.m. to 11 :30 a.m.

CIA Student Programs
Opportunities too good to ignore.
320 S. 10th
McAllen, TX 78501

The Music Merchants
Since 1973

Undergraduate Student Trainee Program: Work three alternating
semesters in an area that complements your major.
Minority Undergraduate Studies Program: Gain practical experience
in your major by working during the summer.
Graduate studies program: Work with professional intelligence officers
in an area that relates to your academic discipline.

Requirements:
RX-5100

Cassette Receiver

Ill .----· -~- - -- ~-

·.;•--'1 •·; ~ ·~

~

U.S. Citizenship
Minimum of 2.75 Grade Point Average
Willingness to work in the Washington, D.C., Metropolitan area

• Ult.ra Fidelity Quartz PU -Synthesizer Tuner
• Anti-theft chassis with safety-lock mechanism

-=-r-

0 -- I

•

-

1 • 28 watts per channel/56 total warts
•
•
•
J •

18 station presets (12FM, 6 AMI
Auto Reverse tape transport
Tape noise reduction
Preset Scan and Auto Scan

• Bring this Ad for a 25% discount on all
~a,nj,ul Car Stereos and Speakers
• Other models available at Special Discounts
• Expert Installation
1 Year Warranty Including Labor

Layaway Plans Available at Sale Prices

512/682-1221

All Credit Cards
Accepted

1-800-541-6063

Cellular Phones/Auto Security/Cu~tom Installation/Service

(Toll Fret')

r---------------------------------,
I I'm interested in more information
1 Undergraduate Student Trainee (Co-op)
1 Minority Undergraduate Studies
Graduate Studies

§

(Clip and Send)

Check any you
find interesting

Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - GPA:
Address:

City:

State:- - - - - - Zip: - - - - - - -

Phone #: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

School: - - - - - - - Major: - - -- - -- - - - Send to: Personnel Representatives
P.O. Box 50397
Dallas, Tx. 75250

L---------------------------------

I

J
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Luau set for Sat urd ay
The summer Luau will be held Saturday at the P.E. complex
courtyard at 8 p.m.
.
TheUniversityProgramBoard(UPB)begantheLuaueightyears
ago to serve as the students' last summer bash. There will be games
such as tug-of-war, limbo and volleyball as well as an array of
different foods. Music will be provided.
Students are able to attend free and may bring one guest. A crowd
· of 1,500 is expected to attend.
"The party atmosphere of the luau is a good one in which to
socialize," said Norma Corona, UPB chairman.

Music ensemble to perform
La Tuna Universitaria, a vocal and instrumental ensemble from
the University ofTamaulipas at Ciudad Victoria will be featured in
concert on the Visiting Artists Series of the department of music
Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
The program is the first in a series of cultural exchange programs
between the two universities and is part of a larger program of binational exchange initiated by the Texas/famaulipas Bi-State
Commission.
La Tuna Universitaria performs a wide variety of music ranging
from European music of the Renaissance to typical music of the
Mexican folk culture.
The group is an extension of a fraternal tradition which dating
back to the Spanish Renaissance, when street musicians serenaded
at public gatherings. The informal presentation will feature the
musicians in Renaissance Spanish costumes adorned with ribbons
of honor earned for service to the fraternity.
Only musicians of high academic achievement are admitted to the
crroup and the maintenance of high moral characteris expected of all
~fits members. Any member in violation of the group's strict

ttt:::4;~~-t-❖Mt@•!•fMW-B·Wt@M4t~t®fM:MUtid:~~1=q#l=~¥~t::§t¥ft¥%M{¥t&fffWI
standards of personal discipline is stripped of his honor ribbons and
~"is~,~~~-to perform without them, an act which is considered a

Admission charge for the program will be $2 for students and
senior citizens and $3 general admission.

C ounseling program organized
A counseling group to help with emotional health will meet
Mondars at 8 p.m. at Charter Palms Hospital cafeteria.
Emotions ~onymous is a spiritual program and is helpful to
people who wish to achieve and maintain emotional health. Members
share_ t~eir ex~~riences, strengths and hopes with each other while
pracucmg the Twelve Steps to the New Way of Life," a program
developed by Alcoholics Anonymous.
EA is a non-profit fellowship supported by contributions of its
members. Counseling is offered 24 hours a day.
For more information, call 631-5421.

Study skills sessions set
The Counseling/Advisement Center will begin a series of study
skills sessions and group counseling.
The sessions will cover listening and note taking, reading textbooks, time management, memory and concentration test, anxiety
and test-taking skills.
The center also offers group sessions focusing on communications, value clarification, self-awareness and parenting.
.
Study skills session begin Sept. 26 during activity period in the
Student Services Building, Room 313, for students interested in
improving their study habits.
Sessions are being offered Monday through Thursday at various
times.
Interested students must register by Sept. 22 at SS 513. Call 3812529 for more information.

,,1adon't
want
lot of hype.

Groupscan get office space
Twelve offices on the third floor of the University Center are
being made available for student organization use on a first come/
first serve basis.
The first twelve student organizations to meet the following
requirements/criteria will be awarded space for the 1989-90 academic year:
1. Updated fonns must be turned in, including the student organization information form, the financial report form, and the information release form. All necessary forms are available in UC 205.
2. A report must be filed listing major activities of the organization
during the past year (organizations with five or more activities, not
including general meetings, bake sales or car washes will receive
top priority); this will be compared to that organization's green and
yellow forms on file for verification.
3. All UC office keys issued in the past must be turned in.
The required documents must be filed and keys returned to UC
205 by noon on Sept. 29 for consideration for an office assignment.
For more information, contact Elvie Davis, assistant dean of
students, at 381-2260.

•.~

John Raimo concert Sunday
The music depaH,.-:.ent will present faculty artist John Raimo in the
second of a series of five concerts Sunday at 3 p.m. in the Fine Arts
Auditorium.
Raimo will perform solo pieces by composer Robert Schumann
(1810-1856).
Other Sunday performances are set for Sept. 24, Oct. 1 and 8.
Raimo was a scholarship student of Carl Friedberg, pupil of Clara
Schumann (the composer's wife).

Senior citizen and student tickets sell for $2. General admission
is $3.
For more information contact Norma Hinojosa at 381-3471.

I

CLASSIFIED •

TYPING SERVICE: research papers, reports, etc. Proofreading
and editing. English and Spanish. Call 585-2838.

ljustwant
something I
can count on.,,

ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).

Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885
Ext. GH 4490.
RETIRED English teacher. Typing/Language Help. Near Campus. Glenn 383-2066.
EARN $2,000-$4,000. Searching
for employment that permits
working your own hours, but still
challenging enough for your
entrepreneurial skills? Manage
programs for Fortune 500 Companies. Earn $2,000 to $4,000.
Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 11.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute "Student Rate" subscription cards at this campus.
Good Income. For information
and application write to: COLLEGIATE
MARKETING
SERVICES, 303 W. Center Ave.
Mooresville, NC 28115. 704/
663-0963.

GOVERNMENTHOMESFROM
$1. U Repair. Also tax delin-

quent properties Call 805-6449533. Ext. 103 for currentrepo
list.

Some long distance rompanies p1umise you the moon,
but what you really want is dependable, high-quality service.
That's just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long Distance
Service, at a cost that's a lot less
than you think ):bu can expect
low long distance rates, 2-t-hour
operator assistann.', dear connections and immedtne credit
for wrong numbers. And the
assuranc-c that vinually all of
your calls will go through the
first time. That's the genius of
the AT&T Worldwide Intelligent

A FREE GIFT FOR CALLING
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700.00
IN ONLY TEN DAYSI!!
STUDENT GROUPS, FRATERNITIES AND SORORITIES NEEDED

FOR MARKETING PROJECT ON
!CAMPUS. FOR DETAILS PLUS A
FREE GIFT, GROUP OFFICERS
CALL 1-800-950-8472, EXT.10.

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

Network.
When it's time to choose,

forget the gimmicks and make
the intelligent chok.-c, AT&T.
If youti like to know more
about our products or services,
like International Gilling and
the Al&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

..

Edinburg

383-9035

VIVIAN'S
116 N. 12TH STREET
(East Side ofCour1houae)

383-0871

The right choice.

...,

422 1/2 E. University

FLOWER SHOP

AT&T

•.

,

~,L£~1·
~\

Edinburg

[

,

Homecoming Mum Headquarters
Remember
Edinburg Homecoming Sept 29.
Silk and fresh mums, garters,
ties, etc., to dress up your mum.

WE DELIVER
Tlw-11- •

We Accept All
Major Credit
Cards
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l,000-plus attend festivities
0

Merrymaking marks merger
Marriage license-Chancellor Hans Mark & UT-PA
President Miguel Nevarez
present a copy of the bill
merging Pan American
University with the University
of Texas System.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)

Horns' horns blast away-The Longhorn Marching Band
(center) played "The Eyes of Texas " the UT-Austin school
song.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)
Box bombardment-Elma Garza seems swamped by the
many boxes she needed to prepare for last week's merger
celebration barbecue.
(Photo by Tony Mercado)

Hook'em

Horns!- Nevarez shows UT spirit by
flashing the traditional hand
signal of the University of
Texas-Austin.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)
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One-two-three-kick-Jose Mc3:rtin Hinojosa and ~inerva
Villescas perform a pre-Hispanic Aztec dance d~nng the
celebration. They are members of the UT-PA Folkloric Dance
Company.
(Photo by Joe Zambrano)
~

Bullish on UT- UT-PA President Miguel Nevarez admires .;,
a pinata sculpture of the UT mascot "Bevo". One of "Bevo's"
legs was green.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)
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A&I outlasts Bronc spikers

Soccer takes 2nd;
4 given honors

DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

The Lady Broncs volleyball
team has come up on rough times,
losing matches last weekend to
Lamar University, Sam Houston
State and the University of Alabama-Birmingham.
They will have to get back on
the ball for their match this week
against Texas Southern in the
Fieldhouse tomorrow at 7 p.m.
and Saturday at 10 a.m.
Head coach Becky De Los
Santos said she is still happy with
her team's perfomance.
"We took four games in the
match against Lamar," De Los
Santos said, "That's the first time
that we've ever done that."
The team battled hard against
their conference rival from Beamont. The scores of the games
were 15-0, 15-7, 11-15, 15-2.
On Saturday Sam Houston State
swepttheLadyBroncs 15-9, 159, 15-3. The University of Alabama-Birmingham also proved
to be too formidable of an opponent for the Lady Broncs, pouncing on the Lady Broncs 15-5, 150 and 15-4.
On Tuesday, the Lady Broncs
lost aheartbreakerto Texas A&I.
The first game was won by the
Lady Javelinas 15-7 against a
cold Bronc team.
During the second game, the
Lady Broncs warmed up and
defeated the Lady Javs.
The last two games were the
longest of the match, with both

~Video

teams pushing tor the win. Ties
and leads changed hands several
times during the course of the
games.

In game four the Lady Broncs
came back from an eight point
deficit to reach match point, but
couldn't put the game away and
subsequently lost the game.
Sandy Kyle ~ave an amazing

Strong individual performances combined with a unified
teameffortgavetheBroncsoccer team a second place finish
last weekend at the St. Edwards
University Tournament in
Austin.
Friday, the team beat Houston Baptist 3-2. The team was
losing after the first half and
into the second. With 30 minutes left in the game, the
Broncs' forward Damian
Morguia fired in the first goal
for the team.
Shonly after Morguia, s goal,
teammate Ronnie Cabera, forward, gave the Broncs the tying
goal.
As the game clock wound
down to five minutes, Morguia
gave an encore performance,
putting in another ball and
securing the victory for the
Broncs..
Saturday the team clashed
with St. Edwards. The Broncs
opened the game like wildfire,
- steamrolling to a 4-0 by the
time the whistle blew to end
the half.
Goals were scored by Cabera, Morguia, defender Carlos
Juvera and forward Salvador
Garcia.
Bronc defender Bernardo
Ortegon added a final goal to
seal the BroQcs' 5-2 trouncing.
"It was the best goal I've ever
seen him make," Head Coach
~loy ~o~an said. "He just
npped 1t m there from thirty
yards out."

performance ctunng the game
with 21 assists, 11 digs and six
kills. Otheroutstandingperformances were given by Tanja Thomas with 14 kills and 15 digs.
Ayda Ozuna had 15 digs and
Carla Williams added 14.

This game took~~ Broncs to
the final match, pittmg the top
two teams in the tournament
from the field of seven.·
The Broncs locked horns
againstOklahoma. TheBroncs
were unable to muster another
win, as the Sooners edged out
the Broncs 3-1.
Atthe end ofthe first half, the
Sooners were up by one. 1Ae
OklahomateamtJ:tenscored 1~ s
second, and ultIIDately .wmning, goal on a penalty kick.
The Broncs s~owed a spark
offire later, as rrud-fielder Jo~ge
Cavazos sent the b~ll flymg
past the Soon~r goalie.
After that_ I JUSt sent ~~most
every~o17 m to attack, Mor~ said. (We hope~) we could
t~e t~e the game mto overtIIDe.
TheBroncshadthreeplayers
named to the All-tournament
squad. Morguia, Cavaz_os, and
Cabera, all of whom are freshmen, captured the honors.
"The team played superb.
Three games in three days is
very difficult, but I knew we
could get at least first or second," Moran said "I was scared
against Houston Baptist, but
they (the Bronc team) came
through."
The Broncs play here Saturday at 2 p.m. against Texas
Lutheran. Early next week, the
team is back on the road, playing
Abiline Christian on
Monday and Hardin-Simmons
on Tuesday.

1

Starship Video
Is pleased to announce the

Starship Landing Pad

721 Lindberg, McAllen

15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty

The Bloom Center

We offer a complete concession for our
video customer. Ice cream, Yogurt, Frito pies,
Nachos, Hot Dogs, Candy and more

Aerobic Classes
Monday• Thursday 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Frlg_al( ,Ii ~30 lJ:tQ.:> ~-:.,." • i~l'Ar'il=
_,,_ ,,_,.._~
Bob Houston: Certified by
Aeroblc's & Fitness Association of America

383-9133

Jackie Mutcheson

WALK-INS WELCOME
2002 W. University
Edinburg, Tx

3 1/2 miles West of Edinburg on 107
This coupon good
for 1 free Yogurt

-ZAYH©IJSE

HAIRMASTERS

opening of

$20 Monthly or $3 per class + tax
_m_ for more Information
2-15 7 1
r

Sun-Thurs 2-8 p.m.
Fri-Sat 2-11 p.m.

380-0997

Asimple course

recommended for
Freshmen, Sophomores,
Juniors ancl Seniors alike.
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Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health
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UTPA SPECIAL
Two play for the price of one
with coupon
McColl/ Trenton Rd. , McAllen
Tue-Thurs 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Party room Available
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Pace® Picante Sauce brings you
a course sure to satisfy your hunger
reqmrements.
Start with Pace. It's the original,
made by folks in San Antonio who know
what picante sauce shrnilJ taste like.
Then add chi{)S. And there you hav<..: it -the easiest course you'll ev<:r encounter
in college. PICK UP THE PACE.,,,

I

I
I
I
I
1---------------------------------1
I OFFER
$3.00
I
...,_~~
II ENDS
VALUE
II
I NOV. 1
I
I
I
I
I
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on any size of Pace . Picante Sauce.
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Confidence high for CC meet Broncos stomp Hurricanes
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

The Lady Bronc cross country
tearn is ready to begin the season
at this years first meet. The
women will run here at the Monte
Cristo Golf Course Saturday at 8
a.m.
The team is hosting three other
teams in a Quadrangular meet.
The other teams are Texas A&I,
Southwest Texas and Lamar
University.
Head Coach Reid Harter feels
very optimistic about the upcoming meet and the upcoming season.

"The women will be strong as
usual," Harter said. "We have
the best team out of the teams
competing."
The runners competing for UTp A will be Laura Arteaga, Diana
Garcia, Shanna Hale, Thelma
Morales, Cindy Pena, Sonia
Rodriguez and SylviaRodriguez.
The team already had a first test
at a pre-meet time trial Sept. 2.
The women competed in a five
mile run and had times ranging
from thirty one- minutes to thirty
-seven minutes.
The women have been running

up to sixty miles a week and theu
hard work is about to get the test.
Expected to do well are Thelma
Morales and Shanna Hale, who
last year ran to a 1-2 finish in the
cross country conference meet.
The main competition the team
will have will be the strong running strength of the Southwest
Texas State team.
Harter said he is confident about
the new members on the team.
"The younger girls look good,"
Harter said. "They looked tired
at the begining of the week but I
think it was just because of the
volume of the workouts."

l-'A-'NE
MITSUBISHI

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS

RIO GRANDE. VALLE.Y

tion of teamwork and determination kept UMAN from putting pass from Estrada, this time going
to tight end Clint Cobb for a
anv points on the scoreboard.
score.
The Bronco play was not withAfterlosingit'sfirstevergame, out problems, as the team gained
During the final quarter the
the UT-Pan American Alumni no first downs in the first quarter.
Broncos
stretched out the score,
Association Bronco football team
as
running
back David Montano
Going
into
the
second
quarter
redeemed itself Saturday in a 3 6the Broncos opened with a six punched in a two yard run for a
0 skunking of the North American Univerisity of Reynosa- play,58-yard drive ending with a TD.
26-yard pass from Joe Estrada to
Mexico Hurricanes.
Linebacker Carlos Perez recovThe Broncos will try to gain its recieverMark Ortiz.
ered a Hurricane fumble and took
second victory against a univerit in. Finally the scoring, and the
sity team from Torreon, Mexico
game, ended with 31 seconds left
Satur~ay at 7 p.m. at Bear Stain the game. A pass from Estrada
dium in Pharr.
to Daren Balderas followed by a
The main strength of the team
two point conversion pass to
was its defense. The combinaJavier Garza.
Though both teams were
riddled with penalties, the BronSuddenly the .
Early into the third quarter the cos proved to have the winning
Broncos increased the score by edge. With only a week of pracObvious Choice
another seven ooint with another tice in pads, the trampled the
H•!.rricanes.

DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

2401 E. Expressway 83
Weslaco, Tx. 78596

E~ PATO

Mexican Food to Go
UelleJJ Wide

8:00 p.m. • 12:00 midnight

ggc Buys ANY Drink!
•
•
•
•
•
•

Premium Drinks
Exotic Drinks
Domestic Beers
Blended Drinks
Wine
And More!!!

OC)~o

rt'

Mighty Max Pickup
$7,589.00
Plus TT&L

Eclipse
$9,990.00
Plus TT&L

* Preferred Customers

FIRST U-CALL-IT Drink FREE before 9:00 p .m.

Open 8:00 p.m . to 2 :00 a.m .
500 East Hackberry • McAllen, Texas • 682-4133

PATOS

$2.89

Financing Available
* First time buyer's program
* College Graduate

Pay No Cover and Receive your

INITE-fLOUI

SEPTEMBER
Back-to-School Special
2 Beef or
Chicken Pato's
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 Oz. Coke

Contact Jim , Morris,
Damian or Frank

969-2828

TRY 'EM . . . . . YOU'LL LO VE 'EM
Now opEN

ON

FASTER SERViCE

NoRTlt 10Tlt foR

CAll 682-1~76
FOR FASTER SERVICE

SPECIA LIZING IN HAND-MADE
FLOUR TORTILLAS ON THE
PREMISES.

All food cookEd fRnk
dAily. NoTkiNG FROZEN!
OPEN DAILY

!I

CALL J8J-0.Z2i
IN EDINBURG

ACROSS FROM PAN AM
ON UNIVERSITY DRIVE
ALSO IN
McALLEN, MISSION,
BROWNSVILLE, WESLACO, &
HARLINGEN

ltad1e lhaeK coMPuTER cENTER .
A Division of Tandy Corporation

_20% DISCOUNTS
AVAILABLE TO
UT-PA STUDENTS,
FACULTY, AND
STAFFON
PURCHASE OF CPU
AND
ACCESSORIES
Call and ask Blanca or Rick for
further information at 631-2262 .or
stop by for a demonstration at our
Gateway Plaza location.

---l
$698.95
IBM-PC COMPATIBLE COMPUTER SYSTEM
(1000HX and CM-5 Color Monitor)

(Across f rom the McAllen Civic Center on South 10th)

Business Products Division

(512) 631-2262
1303 South Tenth Street, Mc Allen, Texas 78501

CLASSES START AT $79.95
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Broncs CC face uphill battle
The rigorous training the men's
cross country has been going
through will be put to a test
tomorrow, as the Bronc runners
host an invitational quadrangular meet.
Competing in the meet will be
the Broncs, Southwest Texas
State, Texas A&I and defending
American South Conference
champions Lamar University.
Coach Reid Harter said he is
not too optimistic about the meet.
"Right now as I see it, we will
be beaten by Southwest Texas
and Lamar," Harter said," but I
hope that they ( the men's team)
will prove me wrong."
On
the line for the Broncs atthe meet

1

Intramural season begins

is a six year home meet winning look at the conference champistreak.
ons to start out the year."
However, the teams' lack of
Last year it was Lamar who
The intramural sport season has
expirience could hinder Broncs' stole the conference champion- begun this week, as flag football
attempt to extend the streak to ship away from a favored bronc teams vie for the first UT-Pan
lucky number seven.
team.
American Intramural titles.
Only two veterans, Nelson
"Lamar brought in a lot of forThe turnout for the sport has
Galloso and Rudy Lopez, are eign talent," Harter said.
been minimal, but Santiago Vilthere to lead the team. The rest of
Harter added that he was proud lanueva, director of the intramuthe team is primarily made up of of his team and of the job they ral program; still feels optimistic
fresh talent. The.remaining run- were doing, especially since about the program.
ners are Orlando Bustamante, almost all of them had homes
"Right now there are only three
Eddie Calderon, Alfred within a hundred miles of the teams. Last year there were 12
Gonzalez, Luis Guevara and school.
teams," Villanueva said. "We've
Valentine Trevino.
"I feel it's a kind of contrast. put ads in the paper and bulletins
"Right now, we are just trying Our men are all from Texas and around campus. Maybe the turnto see how all the strength train- Lamar has a lot of foreigners- out will increase."
ing has turned out," Harter said. four from Ireland and one from
Usually there are around two
"We also want the men to get a Scandanavia. "
thousand partidpants during the

Unfortunately the trip was canceled at the last minute.
There has also been a chance,
at the intramural State championships, to play at half time at the
Sugar Bowl, he added.
Villanueva said another highlight in intramural flag football
calendar is the fourth annual
turkey bow1. In this game, the
Bronc champions go up against
the champions from TSTI for
bragging rights to the Valley.
Last year's intramurals had
several good showing in statewide competitions, Villanueva
said. Last year the girls three-on,r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ three basketball champs were
runners up in last.year's regional
championship. They got to play
during an NBA halftime in San
Antonio.
In addition to the lady hoopsters, last year's men's softball
team was runner-up in a tournament at College Station.
"They (the men's team)
brought home areal big trophy,"
Villanueva said.
This week kicks off with men's,
women's and coed flag football,
with badminton volleying into
action next week.
Students interested in participating in intramural sports should
contact Villanueva at the University Center room 102 or call
381-3673, and 381-3439
entire season of intramurals and
Villanueva said he thinks the
figures will increase this year.
With the increase in enrollment
at UT-Pan Am, Villanueva said
the turnout could increase as
much as 20 percent.
There has already been a good
turnout for badminton, Villanueva said, which takes place
immediately following the flag
football season.
Last year's flag football champions had a chance to go to
Denton to play at the championships with other schools from
across Texas, Villanueva said.

RESEARCH
IIORMAllN
Largest Library of information in U.S. •
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO

800-861-0222
in ca1,1. (213! 477-8226
Or, rush 2. 00 to: Research Information

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A, Los Angeles, CA 90025

estaurant
Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie

Mon. - Fri. 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Breakfast Special $1.99
Dally Lunch Pate w/Dessert. ..... $4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate ........... $4.50
Mexican Plate .......•••....... $3.95
100/o Student Discount w,lD.

UPB LU UJ( PE. CO

381-1788

PLEXJC SEP7EMBER /6, 1989 ,C >oCLOCK-MIDHIGUT ~FlfN, FOOD, ~MES~ GOOD CHE::E.P-.t •

Orders
To Go

524 W. University
Two Blocks East Of Cam
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Cooperative Education is considered an integral part of the
total educational process and aids the student in meeting
educational, professional, and personal objectives.

All co-op students are paid appropriate salaries by the emplayers.
WHAT ACADEMIC CREDIT IS
RECEIVED?

Co-op students may be eligible for academic credit from his/
her major department.

WHY CHOOSE CO-OP?

_apply concepts and skills learned in the work situation;
,d3~~~~,..__

~~-~

~--~
lli~I

~~~~=~~~~•,m,-.
"---..1~..:....llii=ii~~-f:::::11..ii....--,
The University of Texas-Pan American

_gain work experience through the relationships and responsibilities encountered on the job;

Major corporations, federal agencies, local businesses, local
schools, and day care centers are some employers who have

~~

and

_::i:.::::;t:inanci~ fueir education

skil in

WHO IS ELIGIBLE?

Pan American University students who:

APPL y TODA y
At Student Services Bldg.
Room 125

Co-op Office.
WHAT KINDS OF EMPLOYERS HIRE CO-OPS?

have at least 30 hours, but not more than 100 hours com-

;;;...;;;.;;;.__,-=...,.;.._-------;;;..;;;...;;;...;;;..

More information on academic credit may be obtained at the

_acquirejobrelatedskillsnotavailablewithintheschoolenvi-

_develop confidence, maturity, responsi~lity,

_

I
II

WHAT PAYMENT IS INVOLVED?

Cooperative Education is a program that offers students an
opportunity to gain actual work experience in an area related
to their major course of study.

I

I
I
I

~·

I
I
I
I
I
I

pleted;
have a 2.0 grade point average or better;

:::::::::::.op EXPERIENCES CONTRIBUTE TO
~~:::Y::~:::::~:~::::te indust~ use
CO·

op as a training and development Program. Thus, some Coop students go right into lull-time jobs with their co-op em ployers after graduation.
All co-op student gain valuable on-the-job experience which
will make it easier for them to find jobs in their fields when they
graduate.
HOW DO STUDENTS APPLY FOR CO-OP?

_are enrolled at least half-time (6 hours: and

Students need to come to the Co-op Office and pick up the
application forms. All application forms should be typed and
must include an unofficial copy of a student's transcript.

- meet other specific qualifications set by the employers.

A resume will also be very beneficial and should be included
with all the application forms.
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Men's, women's C-C •
finish 1st
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Fund raiser
1
~:ts big bucks.--.-.=_, ·~ ;
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Tuition payments due
Tuition installment payments for students on the quarter payment plan are due Wednesday in the Student Services building,
room 115, between 8:30 a.m. and noon or between 1 and 4:30 p.m.
A $5 late fee will be added on payments made after Wednesday.
A $25 reinstatement fee will be added for those who pay after Oct.
2.

Anyone who has not paid by 4:30 p.m. on Oct. 6 will be
withdrawn from the university. In order to be reinstated, the student
must pay the tuition balance in full plus a $25 fee.
For more information, contact the payments and collections
office at 381-2715.
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SHS changes medical
assistance policy
JOE ZAMBRANO
Staff Writer

A change in Student Health
Services will require students in
need of medical assistance to
make an appointment to see the
doctor, subject to nurse approval.
The policy of setting appointments was implemented to help
save students time by having
them return at an allotted time,
said Dora Castillo, SHS coordinator.
In the past, students were having to wait on a first come first
served basis, causing students to
wait up to three hours at times.
Castillo added that one of the
reasons students were being sent
away with appointments was bec~use Dr. Jetta Brown, recently
hired physician, is working only
part time with SHS.
"We're not trying to save
money," Castillo said. "We have
the money, (but) we just don't
have the doctors".

Brown has been seeing just as
many students with the amount
of time she has as a full time
doctor would have, said Castillo.
Student Health Services has
been designed to keep students
in class and does not have the
equipment needed for the staff to
fully supplement Brown's services.
"We are not trying to compete
with local doctors who treat
chronic cases," she said.
In addition, Castillo said, SHS
could save students several hours
of waiting if departments, such
as education, would agree to give
skin tests as a whole in a matter
of minutes rather than sending
students individually, which
takes several hours out of students' schedules.
Students should not expect to
come in and sit down for a couple
of minutes to receive medications, Castillo said.
"This is not a drive-through
medical facility," Dora said.

Students wanting to get medical assistance should go to Emilia
S. Ramirez Hall, Room 103, with
a validated I.D.
The student service fee paid
during registration covers the
medical costs and no additional
charges will be made.
The doctor's hours are Monday through Wednesday from
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m. and 4 to 6
p.m.; Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m.; Friday from 11:30 a.m.noon.
The nursing services are available Monday through Thursday
from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
Friday 8:30 a.m. through noon.
Some areas they cover by the
SHS arehealthinformation/counseling, medical consultation,
immunization, laboratory testing,
treatment of injuries, insurance
claims filing, treatment of illness, calling instructors on ill
students behalf and obtaining·
handicapped parking permits.

.

Enrollment short of prediction
JOE ZAMBRANO
Staff Writer

Additional enrollment by the
twelfth class day increased head
count at UT-Pan American by
less than one percent since second day of class.

SGA
accepting
vice-president
applications
The Student Government Association (SGA) is accepting
applications for vice-president
and beginning freshman senators.
Because of the resignation of
vice-president Joe Salinas, the
SGA must fill the vacancy in the
executive branch.
Vice-presidential duties include calling meeting and presiding over the student senate
and determining the items of
business to be placed before the
senate.
Interested students may pick
up applications in UC 205. Students must have a 2.0 GPA and
be enrolled as a full-time student.
Deadline for returning applications to UC 205 is 1 p.m. Sept.
29.
Students with no more than 12
hours to their credit may apply
for senatorial positions.
As a senate member, students
responsibilities include to advise
and act on nominees for appointments made by the president,
sponsor all legislation and take
appropriate action which shall
be necessary and proper for executing the authorities vested in
the student senate and research
and evaluate legislation, programs, reports and available information so as to provide the
executive branch officers with
well-developed proposals.
Applications must be turned in
to UC 205 by Oct. 2.
Campus elections for beginning freshman will be Oct. 3 and

4.

Enrollment figures confirm the
student count to be 12,155, falling short of the projected enrollment of 12,500, said David
Zuniga, director of the office of
admissions and records.

sophomores had a 10.7 percent
increase, from 1,861 to 2,086;
juniors reflected a 15 percent
increase, from 1,322 to 1,556;
seniors showed an 11.6 percent
increase, from 1,696 to 1,918.

On the Edinburg campus, statistics showed enrollment of
beginning freshmen had dropped
34 percent because of the rise of
beginning freshmen enrolling to
bypass the Texas Academic
Skills Programs test (TASP).

Special students saw an 11.9
percentincrease,from500to568;
graduate enrollment rose 12 percent, from 551 to 627; 210
special graduates and nine special freshmen rounded out the
total enrollment.

In addition, there was a 32.6
percent increase in freshmen,
from 2,716 last year to 4,035;

Sept. 13 marked the twelfth
day of class, and the day everybody was officially enrolled.

Esprit de corps.-Cadet ranger cpl. Daniel Garcia leads the way as he practices his
manual of arms in front of the Southwick Building.
(Photo by Joel Martinez)

SGA meets tomorrow
Election of a speaker pro temp for the Student Government Association (SGA) will take place tomorrow at 1 p.m. in U.C. 306 during
SGA Student Senate's first official meeting.
The election of a person to fill the position is needed in order for the
senate to conduct business while a vice president is being sought. The
speaker pro temp will preside over the student senate, a job normally
done by the SGA vice president.
Executive officers, student senators and committee appointees will
be sworn into office. In addition, incorporation into the Texas State
Student Association will be discussed.

Health Huddle held today
The first monthly Health Huddle of the semester will be held today
for staff and faculty from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Learning Resources
Center lobby.
McAllen Medical Center will be administering free cholesterol
screenings. For best results, the person should not have eaten
anything after midnight Wednesday..
.
.
A technician from Dr. Ahlman of Edmburg will also be available for
eye and glaucoma screenings. Blood pressure checks and other health
related information will also be available.
The Health Huddle is co-sponsored by the personnel department
and Student Health Services.
For more information, call SHS at 381-2511.

Reserve parking changes symbols

Where's the luau?-Bronc baseball player Raymo~d D~ Leon relaxes next to
the water fountain during the luau held by the University Prog_ram_ Board on
Saturday. Approximately 2,500 people attended the .event, wh1~h included a
volleyball tournament, limbo contest and tug-of-war. Music was provided by Sound
Illusions.
(Photo by Nereo Ramos)

A new means of marking reserved parking spaces is currently being
implemented by the UT-Pan American Campus Police.
Parking spaces having a number both before and after the word
"reserved" are the equivalent of a "name" space, and are assigned to
specific staff and faculty members. Spaces that only have the _word
"reserved" on them are for B permits only. Both the aforementioned
spaces are further marked by yellow paint.
This change was implemented in order to cut down on the cost of repainting the space each time a staff or faculty membe: leaves ~e
university or transfers their space. Futhermore, Assistant Chief
Delay feels that this change would simplify the record keeping
concerning the reserved spaces.
Unauthorized automobiles parked in these spaces will be ticketed,
booted, and/or towed.
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This following heart-felt opinion was "freely express~d" by the
editors of Reader's Digest, September 1989. I would like to share
it with those Americans who believe in rights and freedom.
Mary Arena

--

Junior
hildren have crayoned it on paper with too few stars
and too many stripes as their notion of nationhood.
Prisoners of war have secretly fashioned it from
scraps and rags as the center of their hope and de~ance.
Mothers and widows have kept it carefully folded as a rermnder
of honor and sacrifice.
·
With pomp of arms, Marines raise it over embassies and consulates from Argentina to Zimbabwe.
With no ceremony at all, janitors raise it over elementary schools
and town halls from Maine to Oregon.
Blurred like a hummingbird wing, it flies from the aerial of a
speeding pickup truck in western Texas.
Still as a painting, it hangs in the humid night air as the national
anthem echoes over 40,000 fans at Baltimore's Memorial Stadium.
It is sewn on the uniform of the policeman in an Ohio town. It is
printed on the T-shirt of a young woman roller-skating by a California beach.
It flutters beside a tombstone in a rural Pennsylvania graveyard
because someone remembered. It hangs soaked in the rain on a
Wisconsin porch because someone forgot.
Tacked to a broken two-by-four in a tornado-devastated Iowa
trailer park, it says with feisty hope, "We're still here."
It flies over battleships .. and over dealerships.
It stands by pulpits .. and hangs over bars.
It has been used, and abused, to tout waterbeds and soft ice
cream, drugstores and amusement parks.
It has been worn threadbare by the rhetoric of politicians, but
somehow the American flag, "Old Glory," has never become a
cliche.
Ask the.man on the street what's in the Constitution and you'll
probably get embarrassing brevity, or silence. But Am~ric'.11:s h~ve
an intuition about that document, and the focus of that mtmt1on 1s
the flag.
.
It triggers within them the deepest feelings about a place where
bread lines, prison camps and tanks in the square are not the
general order of things. The flag signals to them a phenomenon of

C

history that protects them from indignities, permi~s them peace,
draws refugees with priceless hope, offers help with boundless
heart, and earnestly seeks to correct its own problems.
Americans are often nonchalant about their freedom. But yes,
the postmistress in the little village may offer up a prayer about her
country as she hauls down the flag in the evening. And yes, aging
veterans do shed a tear when the flag goes by on Memorial Day.
And yes, the baseball fan anxious for the game to start gets a lump
in his throat when he turns toward the star-spangled why their
charges of "flag-waving" only bewilder, amuse or insult the average citizen.
While American:s .ruiOW that behind this rectangle of cloth there
is blood and great sacrifice, there is also behind it an idea that
redefined once and forever the meaning of hope and freedom.
Lawyers and justices may debate the act of flag-burning as freedom of expression. But a larger point is inarguable: when someone dishonors or desecrates the banner, it deeply offends, because
the flag says all that needs to be said about things worth preserving, loving, defending, dying for.

Quit smoking.
6

American Heart
Association~
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The un}nformed promote psuedo leaders

I

was going to try to write a long
column today about the perils of our
school or the problems of the world,
just so I could please my editor.
However, I sat at my desk for four hours,
wracking my brain, rolling ideas around,
thinking out new and innovative topics, only
to conclude, every time, that I don't know
enough of anything to enlighten the mature
readers of "The Pan American" or to really
make a difference.
Yes, I could write a nifty column about the
shortcomings of the Texas Academic Skills
Program (TASP) that has been handed to
Texas universities in order to measure the
competence, or incompetence, of students in
the areas of reading, writing and mathematics.
I could go on and say the T ASP is a joke;
that it is inadequate for college students
because it is passable by any competent
eighth grader of our public schools; and that
it is only the latest of a long line of measurement examinations which was quite possibly
only designed to collect an extra $24 from
helpless students who must comply with the
"requirements" for a college degree.
Or, I could write about our own school and
its problems. I could say that the journalism

MEAT-N-POTATOES
BEATRIZ MOYA

Managing Editor

branch of the communications department 1s
all but non existent; that the communications
department boasts of offering a journalism
degree, when in fact only one person
teaches the bulk load of journalism courses.
I could also say that what the communications department is currently offering in the
area of journalism is not even fit for a minor
field of study, let alone a major. The program needs major funding.
One more issue I could tackle would be
Pr<;sident Bush's new war on narcotics.
I could say he's naive if he honestly believes he can combat and eliminate drugs
with the $7 .8 billion he has allocated for the
program.
However, I believe Bush's desire to do
away with drugs in America is legitimate,
and he is trying to do something about it.
Instead of criticizing him and his efforts,
the Democrats in Congress should realize
that party differences shouldn't count when

the salvation of America is at stake.
It's like the president said, "all Americans
must pull together to solve this problem."
There are so many things I could say about
things. IBtimately, though, I am not proficient enough on the above-mentioned topics
to write a convincing column.
This is a problem probably plaguing many
students on the UT-Pan Am campus. Many
people often.voice their fervent opinion on
particular topics without understanding or
even acknowledging the flip side of the coin.
For example, many students strongly
opposed or backed the UT System/PAU
merger, yet very few probably knew the pros
and cons and the ins and outs of the merger.
As students, we should seek out all the
information about a topic so we can formulate a coherent argument about why we took
the stand we did.
As future leaders of the world, we must
become fully knowledgeable of current
events and the world around us in order not
to be led blindly by public opinion or hearsay.
Only when this is accomplished can we
truly call ourselves the opinion makers instead of the opinion followers.

Poor sleeping habits detrimental
As each semester begins, I tell myself I'll
get off to a running start, I'll do all assigned
class work diligently and on time and that I'll
attend class, mesmerized by the lecturer's
know ledge on the subject as I try to meld his
wisdom into mine.
Sadly, I always end up missing the starting
gun, failing to do assignments and frequently
missing class. Instead of the model student
I intend to be, I become what is probably a
headache for many professors, as on some
days I'm able to contribute wisely to the
discussion and on the next day become the
equivalent of a living corpse occupying a
desk for an hour to an hour and a half.
Part of my problem, which I suspec~ may
be a problem for many other students, 1s my
weekly routine.
I work full-time bartending at alocal club,
which drew me into a late night cycle for my
sleeping habits. Consequently, my body is
unable to fall asleep earlier than 3 a.m.
Compounding this is my ':"'ork habits_ for
"The Pan American." Ever smce I was hrred
on the staff, I felt I did my best writing in the
wee hours of the morning, and I could not
write a decent article in the morning or mid-

SLICE OF LIFE
PANFILOGARCIA
Copy Editor

afternoon unless I was approaching deadline
in a couple of hours.
This cycle works fme if you 're a Stephen
King or a Tom Cruise in "Cocktail," but for
the average student, thinking you can live
both a day life as well as a night life is as
much a fantasy as the Astros going to the
World Series.
Students need to establish a set routine
while attending school. If you attend class
with only three or four hours of sleep from
the previous night, chances are your he~d is
going feel like that of one of those little
ceramic dolls, bobbing randomly back and
forth and side to side.
Regardless of a student's extracurricular
activities, he should try to establish a set time
for slumber and try to get six to eight hours
of sleep a night. In this way, a student can be
assured at least awareness while in class.
Weekends can be very detrimental to this
cycle for a student. On Friday and Saturday
nights, students tend to socialize late into the

L E TT ER 5 P O L IC Y:
"The Pan American" welcomes i.:put from all readers. Letters
to th~ editor should be 300 wor~lr. •Jr less. They may be edited
for hbelous statements, correct. :;pelling and grammatical
errors. Letters with the use of vulgar expressions will not run.
All letters must be signed and include the writer's telephone

evening, doing things they may or may not
wish they had done.
This is usually followed by sleeping in
until game time for a college or professional
football team, depending on the day.
Herein lies the problem. After sleeping in
late, it is very difficult to fall asleep at a
reasonable hour.
Consequently, you end up needing three or
four days to re-establish the desired cycle.
By the time you get back into the cycle,
Friday night comes along and throws you
back to square one.
While working as a restaurant and bar
manager years ago, I had a major pr-0blem
with this, as I would work the day shift one
week and the night shift the next.
One trick to maintain the cycle is to always
get up at the same hour, regardless of the
amount of sleep you get. Then, the crucial
part is not to nap during the day. The few
hours may feel good at the time, but it will
definitely come back to haunt you that night.
D_eveloping good sleeping habits is the
basis for good study habits, and consequently
good grades.
This is one lesson you don't want to learn
on your own. Trust me.

number, and where applicable, major and classificat·on or job
title. Letters must be legible. Names may be withheld upon
request. Letters must be submitted at the Student Pt:blications
Office, Emilia Hall 100, by noon the Tuesday prior to
publication. The editors reserve the right to not print any
letter. If interested in writing a guest column, contact the
editor.
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READER'S VOICE
Student
Advises SGA
To the editor:
It's exciting to see your
"Reader's Voice" being utilized
by students, but I am disturbed
by this Student Liberation Front.
The bashing that Front gave
SGA is unfounded, misquoting,
misleading and uncalled for. This
hurt and angry young man pins
some very serious problems that
this university has known for
years on a student organization.
First of all, student government is not responsible for the
problems at registration, for the
lack of parking, for the incompetent security by campus police
and they certainly are not responsible for not having enough
classes per semester. Although
SGA is concerned for these inadequacies, SGA is not responsible. The university and its
administrators are the ones to
blame.
Another point this Front makes
is that SGA is responsible for
college drop-outs. This is stupid.
SGA is not responsible for the
drop-outs' lack of responsibility.
Your future lies in your hand. If
you quit college, that's your
decision. SGA cannot be responsible and should not be. It's
your diploma, work for it yourself.
Unfortunately, SGA may suffer a winter of discontent. Student government is being held
hostage by an immature vice-

president who can't put a political setback behind him and work
toward the future year. The vicepresident and the core of student
government have been in conflict since before their election.
Bygones are not bygonesinSGA,
but this internal conflict has
handcuffed S GA and rendered it
ineffective. Thus student government is off to its slowest start
in years.

formed or the vice-president
resigns, nothing will be accomplished with SGA. Again. The
logical one is for th~ vice-president to resign.
To the vice-president of SGA,
I ask for your resignation on the
basis of irreconcilable differences. If you chose not to heed
this great advice, either lead,
follow or get out of the way.
Sergio Loya

Our student constitution is set
up so that the vice-president is
the main administrative guy.
Withoutthis person setting meetings, agendas and basically overseeing the government, the government won't run. All the problems Yassar's Front named,
having to do with SGA, can be
traced to a lack of leadership by
the vice-president. I wonder
why the present president hasn't
picked up the slack in leadership?
"Students looking out for students" should be SGA's motto.
Ifthe dorm renovations are going
too slow, call in the media and
put pressure on the administration. If they don't (not surprisingly) SGA should allot funding
for the most important needs of
dorm students.

SGA
Responds

The bottom line with SGA
presently looks pretty thin. It
isn't going to get any better if the
executive members are at war
with each other. Presently, there
is a very angry and hurt vicepresident who the present administration wishes wouldresign.
Until either a compromise is
worked out, a new government is

Triple T Restaurant

Sonia's Beauty Boutique

Mon. - Fri. 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Breakfast Special $1.99
Dally Lunch Plate w/Dessert.. $4.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate.............$11.50
Mexican Plate..........................$3.95

10% Student Discount w/1.D.

381-1788
524 W. University
Two Blocks East of Campus

~

380-2239

1603 W. University, Suite F, Edinburg

To the editor:
Although I didn't think I
would find myself writing to
"The Pan American" again, I
hope you will indulge me just
one more time, as I feel compelled to answer the rather
stunning insights presented by
Mr. Fabian's letter of Sept. 14.
I would begin by noting that,
contrary to his belief, I never •
saw my role as being the savior
of the Valley. I fear his comments may be construed by
some to mean that I don't like
the Valley. This is simply not

something to which I aspire.
In any event, I would like to
thank "The Pan American" for
allowing me this space to air
some final views. As for Mr.
Fabian I wish him luck in his
studies and future career;
consider it professional courtesy from one peckerhead to
another.

Edwin Aguilar
University of Kentucky

Editor's Note: Although
Mr. Fabian' sand Mr. Aguilar's letters were published, it
is the policy of "The Pan
American" not to publish
letters with vulgar expressions.
We request readers omit
vulgarities in order to avoid the
possibility of not publishing the
letter.

Go against
the grain.
Cut down on salt.

American Heart
Association

721 Lindberg, McAllen

Fllfecm'3

Aerobic Classes

!Batbe.t ~hop

SCRUPLE~
PROFESSIONAL
SALON
PRODUCTS

Aguilar
retorts

true. It's people like Mr.
Fabian that I don't like. Perhaps I should note that it was
responses like his that I never
quite understood. I believe the
people of the Valley to be
intelligent, good people. Unfortunately, people like Mr.
Fabian occasionally prove me
wrong.
I would also like to note that
my being characterized as a
disciple of Dr. Sam Freeman is
quite incorrect. I do have much
respect for the gentleman. In
particular, I believe he is one of
the better professors at Pan
American, and for that alone he
is worthy of respect. The fact
that he and I agree on many
fundamental political, social
and intellectual issues simply
makes it easier to hold the man
in high esteem.
There is one other thing
that I would like to comment
on if I may. Mr. Fabian seems
to labor under the impression
that I have never ventured
outside the halls of academia.
This assertion, like many others
emanating from Mr. Fabian's
caustic pen, is quite erroneous.
I like to think that my life
experience has not only been
limited to the university setting.
I believe my travel to El Salvador, extensive travel in Mexico,
the Caribbean, and some travel
within the U.S. qualifies me as
something other than a permanent resident of academia. I
may be wrong however. Karl
Marx's favorite maxim, "nothing human is alien to me," is

B21tlfi
Hafrstyfinq

Students H/C $4.00 - Reg. $6.00
Perms $17.00 & up
Open Mon • Sat
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie

Orders
to go

To the Student Liberation
Front:
Your recent letter to the
editor exhibits the kind of
concern for the students that we
at student government are
trying to cultivate. You seem
genuinely concerned about the
welfare of the students. I want
you to know that we at student
government share your concern. We will do anything that
is in our power to protect the
rights of the students.
Your conceptions about
student government are clearly
not valid. If you would care to
come by my office at UC 314, I
would be happy show you that
your allegations are not correct.
As for your contentions that
SGA does not do anything for
the students, I would like to
remind you about the student
Bar-B-Que in which we assisted. We negotiated with the
library during the summer to
see that they will be open both

Saturdays and Sundays next
summer. The crime watch will
begin soon as will the car
pooling program.
If indeed you are concerned
about the students, I would like
to invite you to participate in
student government. We want
people that show as high regard
for students as you seem to
have. By destroying SGA you
would merely be eliminating
the only watchdog that the
students have to protect their
rights which would clearly not
be in the interest of the students. So if you really care
about the students, you will not
try to destroy SGA but participate and try and make it work
better.
John DuPree
SGA President

520 E, University
Edinburg. Texas

Ca II 383-901 2
for Appointment
Walk-rns also Welcome

Monday • Thursday 5 p.m. and 6 p.m.
Friday 5 :30 p.m.
Bob Houston: Certified by
Aeroblc's & Fitness Association of America

Jackie Mutcheson
$20 Monthly or $3 per class + tax

2-1597/159

r

.m. for more information

tHE BIG EVENT IS BACK!

Sale Ends
Sunday
October 1, 1989

.,.
Layaway '

We keep you looking great for less
Edinburg: Las Palmas Shopping Center (421 East University Ive.)
Brownsville: 3.15 Mexico St. (Across from Amigo land Mall) • 2330 Boca Chica Blvd . • Harlingen: 509 East Expressway 77
McAllen: South 23rt St. at W. Expressway • North 10th St. at Nolana • Weslaco: Palm Plaza Shopping Center (Hwy. 83 at N. Te~a~ Blvd.)

Daily 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday noon to 6 p.m.

r'
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Baylor dean speaks today
Zenaido Camacho, assistant dean of BaylorCollege of Medicine at
Houston, will speak to the Pre-med club today at noon in the Science
building, room 118. His speech will cover means of recruitment to
various medical schools. Camacho will also give information on an
end of the year trip giving interested students the opportunity to visit
different medical schools in Texas.
The Pre-med club will be sponsoring different speakers at least
once a month.
For more information, contact Joe Hinojosa in the Science building, Room 123-B. Applications and study manuals for MCAT and
science courses are also available through this office.

Student teaching applications due

Seminar set for Tuesday

Upward Bound recruits students
The Upward Bound Program is recruiting high school sophomores
and juniors to participate in the program beginning Oct. 14.
The program provides academic instruction, tutoring, counseling,
college orientation and career-awareness.

l
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;CRIME REPORT·
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Students will meet from 8:30 a.m. to 3:20 p.m. on Saturdays and
The seminar is sponsored by the Edinburg Chamber of Comdaily during a five-week summer component.
merce, the Hidalgo Chamber of Commerce and Hidalgo-Willacy
Participants will be selected from the McAllen, McAllen Memorial, County JTPA.
Mission, Pharr-San Juan-Alamo and Edinburg high schools.
Transportation from high school campuses and lunch will be
provided. Participants receive a small stipend and a university I.D.,
entitling them to use the campus recreation facilities, the library and
to attend univesity sponsored activities.
For applications and additional information, contact Juan RoStudent teaching applications for spring 1990 are due Friday,
driguez at 381-2597 or 381-2596.
October 27, in the office of field experiences, Education building,
room 139.
Students must have completed a minimum of 90 hours: threefourths ofrequired hours in their major with a GPA of2.25; must have
an overall GPA of 2.5 for all course work; all general education
A management seminar titled "Management at Risk: It's The Law courses cori:ipleted; English 1301 and 1302 completed with a grade of
Wage and Salary Administration" will be held Tuesday from 9 a.m. C; ~ official ?egree plan on file; pass the TASP/PPST test; any
ad~1t1onal r~qmrements as specified by the department of a student's
to noon at the Edinburg Public Library located at 401 E. Cano.
Guest speaker will be Dr. Stan Scott, president of the Institute for rnaJor or rmnor field.
All requirements and applications for degree and/or certification
Effective Management, a management-oriented research and training corporation.
programs under the current catalog must be met prior to September 1
'
1991.
The f?!ee hour presentation will target such important wage and
sala.I?' issues as overtime pay, compensation time, hourly versus
salanedemployees,andotherissuesrelatedtocompensation.

I

C L&~i S / F I E D
The music department will present faculty artist Dr. John Raimo,
-·
.. , , , .
•I
perform the third in a series of five concerts Sunday at 3 p.m.. in the
TYPING SERVICE: Research ROOMMATE: Studentpreferred. Fine Ans Auditorium.
Admission is $2 for senior citizens and $3 for the public.
papers, reports, etc. Proofread- Rent is $137 plus utilities. Call
Debra
L.C.
at
383-0382
or
383
Other concert dates are Oct. 1 and 8.
ing & Editing. English & Span3344.
For
more information, call 381-3471.
ish. Call. 585-2838.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).
Largest Library of Information In U.S. .all subjects
Delinquent tax property. Repos~
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD
sessions. Call 1-602-838-8885
2
Ext. GH 4490.
Or, rush 2.00 to: Research lnlormatton
HELP wANTED: Shea Martin,
1604 ED CAREY DR., SUITE 2
11322 Idaho Ave. 11206-A, Los Angeles , CA 9)()25
waiters and waitresses needed.
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
Apply Tuesdays{Thursdays in
VIVIAN'S
person from 9-11 a. or 2-4 p.m.
217 S. Closner
:
FLOWER SHOP
RETIRED ENGLISH TEACHER. :
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
116 N. 12TH STREET
£:
:
Typing/Language Help. Near ♦
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING
(EastSideofCourthouoe)
Campus. Glenn 383-2066.
ABORTION INFORMATION
383-0871 Edinburg
WANTED
FEMALE

., •.

.................................
f

Intruder Apprehended

.

Sept.14 at 5:03 p.m., an unauthorized person entered a professor's
office in the Science Building, used the telephone and rummaged
through some papers. The door was open. The suspect was apprehended, questioned and released.
Sept.13 between 1 and 3:30p.m., a parking permit was stolen from
a vehicle in parking lot G.
Sept.14 at 3: 10 p.m., a red, two-door, Chevrolet was scratched with
a sharp object while parked in lot F. No suspects have been reported.
Sept. 17 at 3:30 a.m. a person was arrested for public intoxication
near the Student Services building, and was taken to the Edinburg City
Jail. Two others fled the scene.
Sept. 17, three students had a disagreement at 4 a.m. in the men's
dorm. An officer was able to settle the misunderstanding at the scene.

I

UN]VERSITY MART

1

(Across from UTPA Campus)
1000 W. University Dr.

381-1341

Letty Marroquin
Owner

.. .

DRIVE
THRU
WINDOW

Breakfast
Tacos
2 for

99¢

POST ABORTION COUNSELING
ADOPTION REFERRALS SERVICE

i:

FOR INFORMATION CALL
423-4355

♦l

&q~c:i~~J.;Pa'2~

I

♦
♦

IISEARCHIIIIMAlll

HARLI NGEN
PREGNANCY
TESTING CENTER

i
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ORDERS TOGO

Raimo to perform Sunday

♦

•♦

♦

Homecoming Mum Headquarters
Remember
Edinburg Homecoming Sept 29.
Silk and fresh mums, garters,
ties, etc., to dress up your mum.

f• 1~1

WE DELIVER

24 HOUR HOT LINE CALL
1-800-622-7388

.................................i

lllo-ol~•

n

Fajita
Plates

$2.89
-

SOUTH TEHRS BOOK & SUPPLY
1516 W. Uniuersity (behind Pizza Hut) - Edinburg

,

•

We Accept All
Major Credit
Cards
,

Here's your ticket to
the hottest show
on campus
·O 0

t

Here's

your opportunity to see
for yourself why Zenith is the
#1 selling PC compatibles in
the industry. Hands-on application
demonsll'ations shows what a Zenith
can do for you.

ZENITH INNOVATES AGAIN'"

ADMIT ONE
NEW SHIPMENT OF SCRNTRONS & BLUE BOOKS

Zenith Data Systems

380-0345

R.A. 's

Date:

Sept. 28

.
T1me:

9:30 a.m. to

Place:

{~~§t

3:30 p.m.
UTPA
LRC 107

2216 Nolana, McAllen, Tx.
(Corner of Nolana and 23rd next to Carl's)

I

i~
.i~
;;_~..-

Star Perfonners Computer Show

7:30-5:30 Mon - Thurs
7:30-1 :00 Fri

:;f
J§~

~i
~:

]!

;~:.~,_~
.' Ask

Ji

{~

about the j ust released new
Zenith computer-the MinisPort!
This notebook-sized dream weighs

;;t~9~~~~~I~ it can be yours

tW
0

Come enjoy College Life off Campus
* We offer 10 pool tables
* Video games
* Longneck beer
* Continuous music from
Rock to Spanish

682-6953

Happy Hour
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Open
Mon - Sun 1 p.m. - Midnight

t

For more information contact:

-,,,.,,. , data
systems

~
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CC men come through

Team effort not enough
DA V/D HUNTER
Sports Editor

The ace gave the Lady Broncs
the spark they needed.
Outstanding performances and
The Lady Broncs battled back
a strong team effort were not
from
as much as an eight point
enough to give the Lady Bronc
to come within two points
deficit
spikers the edge they needed for
of the game. The final score was
victory.
The team's effort will possibly TSU 15, Ut-Pan Am 13.
strong enough in its next match
In game three, the spark took
as the team goes on the road to flame and a hot Lady Bronc team
match racquets with Prairie View came out strongly. TSU was
A&M.
outmatched in the game and UTLastweektheteam washanded Pan Am gained It's first victory,
two consecutive losses from 15-12.
Texas Southern University. TSU
Coming into game four the
came away with the double win
inferno
was raging as the Lady
but both times they had to fight
Broncs
quickly
went out to a 10
hard for it.
3
lead.
But
the
fire was soon
On day one the team won in
washed
away
as
TSU cut the
four games over an aggressive
score
away
and
stole
the victory.
LadyBroncteam. Thefirstgame
was a very long one. The Lady The final score was 15-11 TSU.
Broncs would not give up the
The second match started at 10
victory without a fight. The game a.m. Saturday. A lethargic Lady
ended 15-10 in TSU's favor.
Bronc team took to the court.
Game two mirrored the first The team was no match for TSU
game, as a strong TSU team at the beginning of game one.
blasted out to an early lead.
Toward the end, though, the Lady
Aturningpointwasanaceserve Broncs started to wake up. The
by Lady Bronc Carla Williams. revival came too late, though,as

DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

TSU won 15-11.
Going into game game two the
Lady Broncs came to life once
again, quickly running out to a
10-2 lead. TSU would not be
beaten easily and kept the game
close. Pan Am just barely
snatched away a 15-11 victory.
Game three saw a confused
TSU team who just barely was
able to gain the 15-12 victory
over Pan Am.
The fire started up again in
game four as the Lady Broncs
came to their high point, smashing TSU 15-2. This was followed by a final low point as
TSU smashed Pan Am back with
a score of 15-4.
Strong individual performances were shown by Sandy Kyle,
Lucy Hooper, Tanja Thomas,
Carla Williams, and Norma
Herrera.
The teams strength will have a
good chance to prove itself in
conference action as the Lady
Bronc spikers bump against
Lamar Oct. 13 and 14.

CC women pass test
DA V/D HUNTER
Sports Editor

The first test of the year for the
defending American South Conference champion women's cross
country champion Lady Broncs
proved to be more of a short quiz
rather than a major test.
The team had no trouble dominating last week's home quadrangular meet. The team beat
Lamar University 15-4\ Texas
A&I University 19-40, and
Southwest Texas State University 17-49. In cross country the
lowest score wins.
Next week the Lady Broncs
will trot against the Roadrunners
of Texas A&I. In their first
meeting A&I was ran over by the

LadyBroncs. Monday'smeetin
Kingsville should be like a practice in conquest for the Lady
Broncs.
"The women are looking extremely tough," Coach Reid
Harter said. "I was really impressed with all the strong performances."
The team was led by Junior
Shanna Hale, who came in first.
Hale ran the course in a record
time of 19: 12 for 5000 meter run.
The team was also led by Diana Garcia, who came in 3rd,
Sylvia Rodriguez, 4th, Sonia
Rodrl~z. 5ttr, Latrra Arteaga,
8th and Cindy Pena, 11th.
Though the team came away
with the number one spot, they

were not aided by last years individual conference champion
ThelmaMorales. Moralesstarted
the race but was unable to finish
the race because of an injury.
The teams strength and depth
proved to be excellent with
Morales' loss, Harter said.
"Even without (Morales), we
were still able to win the entire
meet," Harter said. "When she
gets back I know we will be
stronger than ever."

£0w1-l

The Southwest Texas ~tate
University Bobcats fielded one
of the strongest teams in the
Southland conference. Lamar
University is the defending
champion of the American
South Conference. The Texas
A&I Javelinas have a competitive team in the NAIA.
However,none ofthese teams
was good enough to defeat the
Bronc cross country team Saturday.
The team is showing the
strength and depth that could
possibly take them to a high
point in the conference. On
Monday the team travels to
Kingsville to run against Texas
A&I.
The uphill climb the Broncs
thought they would face turned
out to be more like the Texas
Hill Country and greatly less
than Mt. Everest as they defeated Lamar, Texas A&I, and
Southwest Texas in scores of
24-32, 15-50, and 27-28 respectively.
The men were led by Rudy
Lopez, 4th, Nelson Gallos 5th,
and Osiel De La Cruz, 6th.
"They all ran together and
pushed each other," Head
Coach Reid Harter said. "It
was like they were running as
one unit."
Also finishing strong were
Alfred Gonzalez, 9th, Luis
Gueverra, 12th, Eddie
Calderon, 15th and Valentine
Trevino, 17th. The astonishing fact about their strong finish is that they are all freshmen.
"I really felt that (the freshman runners) did a good job,"
Harter said.
Even though the Bronc defeated Lamar in the first meeting, it is still early in the year

Running to victory-Rudy Lopez racing to finish at 4th place
on the men's C-C team saturday.
(Photo by Danny Padilla)

and anything can happen, Harter said.
"I'msurethatLamarisgoing
to get better, but our men really
came through," Harter said. "I
had some questions concerning the younger runners."
Harter did not bask in the victory over the team's ASC foes.
"The fact that we were able
to beat Lamar is good our
younger runners, but it has a
positive and a negative side,"
Harter said. "I just hope we
can continue to work hard and

impove."
Though Harter expressed
some doubts before the meet
he was really optimistic about
the meet.
"I really always feel that my
team will do a good job," He
said. "I would have been really
suprised if the teamhadn 'tdone
well."
The only real question will
come at the conference meet,
when Lamar, hungry for
revenge,will be waiting for a
chance to even the score.
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SUddenfy the
Obvious Choice

MITSUBISHI

TUESDAYS

RIO GRANDE VALLEY

2401' E. Expressway 83
Weslaco, Tx. 78596

Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
YALUY WIDE
0

~

SEPTEMBER

.

•.................•..
.••.••...........•.......

HWHITE FLOUR .
..HPATOS
··~------...i
TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EM!

Back - to - School Special
2 Beef or
Chicken Pato's
111!!11
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
12 Oz. Coke

..a

ONLY $2.89
INGALW■S I■

Black and White Night

MIGHTY MAX PICKUP

ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT

--

..

* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome -·•- _
_.,,,- On Tuesdays Only!

\

$6650

■■OWNSVILLI ............................................54 I -024 I

MISSION ••••••··•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••585-4545
WISLAC0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••969• 1414
HARLINGEN ................................................428•6224

$6765
PLUS TT&L

* First time buyer's program
* College Graduate

* Preferred Customers

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALLI
McALLEN (Peca■)........................................682-3l76
McALLEN (Bus. 83)......................................687-8269
McALLEN (No. IOth) ....................................682•1S76
■DIN■U■G•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••383■072S

st

Financing Available

TO PEOPLE WITH
BLACK & WHITE ATTIRE ..

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.■SUNDAY 9:00 A.II.

~:tc~~~ri~!~':c. tisc~:;i~t~fli~~!nf~~~r

gelling rhcrc!

(Speclal Sale runs Fri. Sept. 22 & Sat. Sept. 23 Only

8:00 - 10:00 p.m.
FTER 10:00 p.m. $1.50 BAR DRINKS

.... I'S on NMIMADI ■ICINI ALL FOOD
MAIi ...IN DAilY OIi NUIIIU

The '89 Mitsubishi Mirage Hatchback. It's personal. ll's
affordable .. . and irresistible in dcsian. It's a fuel-injected

PLUS TT&L

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!
FREE BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER

NA. .ADI FLOR THTIU.AI

MIRAGE HATCHBACK

After looking at all the others. Mitsubishi value looks
even better. Mighty Max offers a long list of extra
features al no extra cost Plus so much pawcr and
comfort. you'll
wan1 to make your
next car a truck!

* FREE WINDOW TINT WITH PURCHASE & THIS AD.

Contact Jim , Morris,
Damian or Frank

500 EAST HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS

682-4133

*

NO COVER & FREE DRINKS DOES NOT APPLY TO 18 to 20 YEAR OLDS.
PROPER I.D. REQUIRED AT ALL TIMES

383-4915

969-2828

423-7328

The C-ue Four
1615 W. University Dr., Edinburg, Tx.
(Next to Economy Drive In)

ELECTRONICS SALES & SERVICES
SATELLITE, AUTO STEREOS, C.C.T.V.
WE REPAIR V.C.R.'S & ;,V.'S.

TIRES, RUNNING BOARDS, ELECTRONICS & MORE
WINDOW TINTING 5 YR. WARRANTY FROM 540.00 + TAX
SET OF TIRES W/BALANCE & INST. R-13 599.00 + TAX

* We offer 1 O pool tables

* Video games
* Snooker table
* Longneck beer

* Draft beer
* Continuous music from
Rock to Spanish
COMPLETE
40 PIECE SOCKET
SET
•
•
•
•

999

TUNE-UP s29 (4 Cyl.) 538 (6 Cyl.) 544 (8 Cyl.)
TRANSMISSION OIL CHANGE FROM s29,95 & UP
BRAKES (2 WHEELS) S38.00
AIR CONDITIONING (FREON RE-CHARGE SERVICE CHECK) 5 20.95

686-1324, 631-4231, and 631-4250
312 S. 23RD ST., McALLEN TEXAS (NEXT TO McALLEN GROCERY)

Come Enjoy
College Life
Off Campus

381-0624
Happy Hour
1 p.m. - 7 p.m.

Open
Mon - Sun 1 p.m. - Midnight
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Netters net big bucks

Broncos win close game 20-14
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

Last week the Broncos clashed
with the University of Torreon,
Good things get better with Mexico. The game was a close
time. This is a fact that is true in battle, with the Broncos emergalmost every situation, including ing victorious, 20-14 .
the play of the Bronco football
"They were real hard hitters,"
team who areproving how good said Bronco running back David
it is and how the team is improv- Solis. "I think that they were the
ing with time, like a bottle of fine hardest hitter that we have come
wine.
up against yet."
The Broncos has had a full
Saliz was explosive in his runweek to get ready for their next ning game Saturday. Despite a
game Saturday Sept. 23 at PSJA tender hamstring he was able to
Bear Stadium against The Uni- rush for 60 yards in only 12 carversity of Nuevo Leon
ries during one half.
The game begins at 7 p.m.
Other exceptional statistics
Advance tickets can be bought at were provided by quanerbackJoe
the UT-Pan Am Alumni Asso- Estrada who completed 18 of 31
ciation office in the University passes for 173 yards. Alejandro
center. For more information Cabello gained 80 yards on 14
call 381-2500.
carries and had an additional 45

yards from receptions. Richard
Villareal ran for 71 yards.
The Broncos had a hard time
with the Torreon Rams early in
the game. A 55 yard punt return
in the first quater made the first
stab into the Bronco's specialty
teams. The return was followed
by an eight yard TD run. With
the score 7-0, it looked as though
the Broncos had nothing but a
long night to look forward to.
The Broncos came alive in the
second quarter, igniting with two
TD passes from Estrada to David
Montano and Darren Balderas.
Balderas led the team in receptions taking in five grabs for 62
yards.
With the score 14-7 in favor of
the Broncos, a win seemed pos-

Members of the UT-Pan American tennis team, aided ~y fund~aising throughout the Valley by ex-tennis great Bobb,Y Riggs, _raised
between $12,000 to $14,000 during last weekends fundraiser to
benefit the UT-Pan Am athletic department.
Bronc team members were matched up with a partner ?r. an ?PP?nent whom they played with or against. The people parti~ipatmg m
the tournament paid an entry fee to be part of the c~mpetit10n. The
participants tried to win all or a percentage of their money ba_ck.
The team was also aided in their endeavors by Bobby Riggs.
Super Hustler Riggs, a man who made being a male chauvanist
almost respec~able, made a whirlwind tour of the yauey last
Wednesday through Friday, playing both golf and tenms:
. .
As soon as Riggs arrived, his work began._ He had Tenms Climes
from Wednesday to Friday. He took part m go~ tournaments on
Thursday and Friday.
In the tennis clinic, the price was $100 to take part and $25 to
watch. The price to take part in one of the golf tournaments was ·
about $50.
Riggs stimulated participation in the fundraiser, said Tennis
Coach David Cross.
"I would like to thank Riggs and all the peopl~ who h:lped out,"
Cross said. This is the sixth year and the 11th time we ve had the
fundraiser, and this has been the best one."

sible. But in the third quarter,
Torreon again came out looking
for the kill. A one yard run gave
the Rams the tie. The score also
seemed to give the Broncos the
inspiration needed to win the
game.
After 16 plays and 88 yards a
score was pounded into the end
zone. The winning score was set
up by a 23 yard run by an offensive lineman.
On third down and seven yards
to go Guard Joe Ponce got the
first down.That was all running
back Homer Gonzalez needed.
With a strong second effort
Gonzalez put the ball across the
goal line to cap the drive and
score the winning touchdown.

Shea - Martin
Cafe & Catering

217 S. C/osner Edinburg, Tx. 78539

Ifyou can find aMacintosh
in tfris room,we mi.~ t put one

in yours. Free.

Appetizers
Soups • Salads • Quiche
Great American Ethnic Foods
Unbeatable Burgers & Sandwiches
Sinful Desserts
Coupon

,---------------------7
,
II

I·II.

Free French fries with Hamburgers or Hot Sandwiches.
Monday & Tuesday

1

Coupon must be presented
at the time of order.

1

Expires
I
October 13, 1989. _J

L _______________ .- - - - -

Treasure Hlfls
Suite #35
· 2220 Haine Drive
· ·. Harlin.gen, Tx. 78550

Services

... In Assaci;tion with Adoptfon Affiliates
•.. Providing Choices in Reprodtctive Health Care
•
F'fegnancy Testing . •. .
..
·Problem Pregnancy Coun~eling
Pregnancy Termination (tst & 2nd Trimester)

\JlA\,.1,.-S\.{A'f:.1r,l 0

SPEA~€.C2S

380-0401

I

~ Morning After Treatment
.
.
111111 Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling

,.:.. . Speakers For Educational Programs
~ Adoption Services

::/· ·

··

:--:, ., ,:

·For Information CALL:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health

COMING SOON

:~~~r, YOGURT~

CD
(OI..I.E.lT10,J

featuring

COLUMBO FROZEN YOGURT
And Other Delicious Items:
* Creamy Fruit Shakes

Suc..:ET
O~ ll)A~'2.

BAu.oo..JS'

*

Ice Shakes
* Sandwiches
* Fruit .Juices
Fruit Salads And So Much More
*

LOOK FOR GRAND OPENING
NEXT WEEK!
1520 W. University Drive
(behind Pizza Hut)

In what ,Nill surely be the easiest test of your intellect this term, Apple invite~ yo~.
to try winning a free Apple• Macintosh~ Plus personal computer merely by findmg 1t m
this drawing.
We'll even give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the chair.
Now you're on your own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold o~ your
campus. Oh, all right, we'll give you a hint for that, too: Look at the bottom of this ad.
But do it really, really fast. Because only one Macintosh is being given away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
Soon, as in light away Pronto. Quick-like.
But he)~ you can take a hint.

•

Somebodys going to win afree Macintosh.
Technology Resources - LRC 116
Hours: 8:00-5:30 Mon. thn1 Thurs., 8:00-12:00 Fri.
f

1~. ,)

\!'!~- l
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MINIATURE GOLF

UTPA SPECIAL
Two play for the price of one
with coupon
McColl/ Trenton Rd., McAllen
Tue-Thurs 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Party room Available

1
1

I

I
I

I
III
t
1
1

I

I.:

l=::-

1---------------------------------1=·:=

Enter September 11th-September 29th

•

380-2612

JCt>,i!} ~l.11t Grc lt'Oln'.i(_

I
II
I
I
I

OFFER

ENDS

~~~

NOV.1

'---

~~~

$3.00

VALUE

I
II
I
I
I
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Brake failure ruled out as cause of crash
Criminal negligence is a class
A misdemeanor, punishable by a
year in jail, a fine not to exceed
Federal investigations of a $2,000 or both. Involuntary
soft-drink truck which collided manslaughter is a third-degree
with a Mission C.l.S.D. school felony, punishable by two to 10
bus in Alton killing 20 students years in prison, a fine not to
and injuring 64 have revealed exceed $5,000 or both.
brake failure not to be a factor in
Police reports say the driver
the accident despite claims by of the Valley Coca-Cola Co.
the driver that his brakes failed. bottling truck, Ruben Perez,
Presently, the bus driver and failed to make the stop located at
nine students are still hospital- the intersection of FM 676 and
ized. Their conditions vary from north Bryan Road.
~'iE1£1~~S20!£~L.. _______ _ According to a spokeswoman
for the Valley Coca-Cola Co.,
"It might possibly be the organization has, " ... offered
involuntary man- to pay all medical and funeral
of the families involved
slaughter if reckless- expenses
in the bus accident."
The NTSB will continue its
ness can be attributed
investigations into the causes
to the driver or the behind the accident by re-checking the braking mechanisms of
company."
the bus and by examining the
- Rene Guerra, Hidalgo "survivability factors" of the bus,
County District Attorney
accordingtoBobBarlett,headof
the ¥}vestigation.
A committee from the NaUnder scrutiny will be the
tional Transportation Safety question whether students could
Board (NTSB )re-enacted Thurs- legitimately have survived the
day's accident Sunday to deter- accident given the exits availmine the distances involved in able and the number of students
the accident. Their results con- on the •vebicle.
Monetary donations to help
cluded both vehicles had approxim:itely 150 feet between them the victims and the victims'
before becoming aware of one families are being accepted by
the First State Bank and Trust
another.
NTSB officials were unable Co. ofMission. Donations should
to locate any skid marks which be made to Mission C.I.S.D.
would indicate brake failure. Student Memorial Fund in c/o
Skid marks would have indicated Linda Castaneda, P.O. Box 550,
the driver had pressed the brakes Mission, Texas 78572. Checks
made should have the account
in an attempt to stop the truck.
"Presently, there may be some number 12-3197-9 either written
criminal negligence here," Rene on the front or back.
Alton Elementary School is
Guerra, Hidalgo County District
Attorney, said. "It might possi- accepting dry good donations.
bly be involuntary manslaughter All donations should be taken to Emergency efforts-A rescue worker works frantically attempting to resuscitate a young victim pulled from the
if recklessness can be attributed the school which is located at N.
water after Thursday morning's school bus accident in Alton.
(Photo by Delcia Lopez)
5 Mile Road in Alton.
to the driver or the company."
RAY GOMEZ
Staff Writer

-----------------

Budget
finances
adjusted
The administrative budget
approval for the Student Affairs
fiscal year 1990 shows a large
increase in financial aid while
other accounts have been augmented moderately, declined or
plummeted.
Financial Aid boasts a 53%
increase overthe allocated budget
for fiscal year 1989. The augmentation was due directly to the
addition of a computer system
designed to expedite the acceptance process of the Pell Grant.
Funhermore, Financial Aid
needed more funds to match
requisite amounts fort he National
Direct Student Loan (NDSL) and
the Supplemental Educational
Opportunity Grant (SEOG),
Dean of Students Judy Vinson
said.
The Student Health Services
budget exhibited a marked increase in order to pay malpractice insurance, extend hours and
better staff SHS.
The Student Activities account
increased to meet operational
expenses. However, the administration declined the Student
Affairs Advisory Committee
(SAAC) recommendation of allotting money for the purchase of
a giant projector.
Vinson expressed the need for
these increases as, "they are the
base of the students, and that is
where the administration's priorities lie."

Student Affairs Budget
ADMINISTRATION

ACTIVITY

SAAC+

Drama

*45,000
71,512
*11,260
11,000
43,583
*20,400
197,627
98,316

45,000
72,105
11,000
11,102
-020,400
163,570
85,698

7,000
*2,000
215,618
44,898
5,000
42,001
-02,490
*47,500
134,899
*5,000
15,985
*1,050
16,870
5,090
*20,000
92,271
-0177,884
*-0-0-

7,000
2,500
219,332
42,618
3,805
44,060
02,490
42,000
121,536
5,000
16,795
1,050
16,870
4,000
20,000
84,460
8,289
27 1,995
2,400
24,367

Dance
Tutoring
University Center
UC Maintenance
and Utility
Special Events
Student Health Service
Student Insurance
Unemployment comp.
Intramurals
Music Scholarships
Copyrights
Student Publications
Student I.D.
Student Government
Association
Student Foundation
Student Activities
Cheerleaders
Financial Aid
Rio magazine

* These figures are the estimated income for the organi1:1tion.
Student Affairs Ad,i~ory Committee

+

The tutorin g budget was made
0 bsolete due to funding from the
State.
Honor and Music Scholarhips
are also not being funded by
university as funding from independent sources was acquired .

The University Center acc~unt
merely experienced a neg legible
increase: however, the SAAC
recomended a larger augmentation to compensate for a new
Cont. "Budget" on page 8

MIC violates due process
BEATRIZ MOYA
Managing Editor

The Faculty Senate Investigative Committee has issued a
report on the first part of its
investigation concerning procedure and due process on charges
brought against two faculty
members.
The FSIC concluded the Merit
Improvement Committee violated due precess by not allowing
the accused "to question the
charges or those making them."
The Merit Improvement Committee was established by the
Dean of the School of Business
Administration Dr. Francis J.
Brewenon and was in charge of
investigating the charges.
Another violation of due process is that "in a period of one
week and without consulting or

discussing the charges with the
accused, the President concluded
that 'the conduct described in the
report (by the MIC) constitutes
good cause for termination"'
Faculty senators continue to
express deep concerns for the
welfare of the university and the
final outcome of the FSIC's review of charges regarding the
two faculty members.
"The potential for damage to
this university is increasing every day," Senator Jerry Polin~d,
political science professor, said.
"These are serious charges."
"I see this thing coming back
and hitting us in the face as an
institution (UT-PA)," Senator
Rumaldo Juarez said referring to
the termination charges brought
against the two professors in
question.

Juarez, associate professor of
sociology, petitioned the Senate
to urge the president to reconsider the charges until the
administration and the two concerned professors reach a compromise that will benefit both
parties.
After a long discussion, the
Senate refused to comply.
"I don't think we ought to
ch3.nge it at this point," Senator
Layne Jorgensen, health and PE
associate professor, said. "According to the President, we can
not stop it."
Senator J.C. Nichols, education professor, ended the tirade
by recommending that the Senate take no action today, but
Cont. "Senate" on page 8

Pro-tern V.P. appointed
A pro tern was elected Friday
to head the Student Government
Association's (SGA) first official meeting of the semester after
SGA Vice President Joe Salinas
.
resigned last week.
Senior senator Andy Robinson
was unanimously appointed to
..
the positio~.
Applicanons for the pos1t1on
of vice-president will be accepted
until tomorrow at 1 p.m.
A car pooling service is being
looked into by SGA to assist in
the problem of student parking.
Students can call 38 1-2517 or
go by the SGA office to acquire

a list of students from their coffee breakfast Tuesday and
hometown by which they can Wednesday mornings in UC318.
Breakfast will be offered from
chose with whom to car pool
The list of students will be 7:30-8:30 a.m.
supplied by Bill Chess, associate
These breakfasts on the run
vice president/ physical plant will allow students to meet their
director.
student representatives and disGreg Salazar, chief of :n~fic cuss issues of concern.
•Executive branch members
and security, said car poolcrs 1.,an
submit a written request for a and senators were sworn into
office by former Chief Justice
reserved parking space.
''I'll do anything within _my Jamie Smith.
power to help th~ parking situ•SGA will meet tomorrow at 1
ation," Salazar said.
p.m. in the overflow room located between the snack bar and
In other action:
•SGA will offer a donuts and the cafeteria.
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eviving an individual who has been underwater for a
certain amount of time has proven to be a controversial
subject.
People who have been submerged for over 15 minutes
and cannot be revived after a couple of minutes of CPR should not be
mechanically kept alive.
Depending on the velocity of the heartbeatthe child's brain cells can
die, and the child may suffer brain damage or, at the very worst,
become a vegetable. We cannot expect these individuals to lead any
kind of life.
The family members in charge ofnear-drowning victims are being
irrationally selfish when they decide to keep the victim alive. Yes, the
indi victual may continue to live by their side, but, are they really alive?
It is substantially worse to see the person who is being cared for
lying in bed, unable to speak, unable to move without assistance and
unable to carry on like a normal person.
Family members have to feed, clothe and assist the victim in every
way possible, without expecting the victim's quality of life to improve.
When the doctors say there is no hope for the recuperation of the
victim to his former state, it is infinitely cruel to maintain him alive
only for the sake of those who love him.
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Tragedy lowers
•
barriers

Nonteachers force quasi ·environment

I

I

n times of tragedy and desolation Valley residents have
proved racial and social barriers don't count for anything.
Last week, continuing to uphold this belief, Valley residents came together to offer moral, physical and financial
support to the unfortunate families whose children were involved
in the Mission bus accident.
All Valley residents who in some way have been part of the
healing process for the family and friends of the accident victims
are to be commended for their invaluable help and display of
compassion.
,
Motorists ·arovi~w1th'i...eadlights on during the day on Friday,
,~ ~ •·+'
• h f: b
flags were flown at half-mast and the weekly F rid ay mg t oot a11
game usually held at the Mission High School stadium was replaced by a nondenominational religious service for mourners.
Monetary and dry good donations are still being accepted to help
relieve the burden of the families involved.
Send monetary donations to:
First State Bank and Trust Co. of Mission.
900 Conway
Mission, Tx. 78572
Send dry good donations:
Alton Elementary School in Alton.
N. 5 Mile Road
Alton, Tx. 78572
~ -- - - - -- - - - - -- - -- -- - - - - - ,

have always considered the classroom
an unnatural and undesirable place to
learn. I just never liked the idea of
being educated in a mass production sort of
way.
The classroom sets the stage for one
teacher to instruct as many students as are
available. Then, after a specific amount of
·
h
d
all
d
t
time, t e stu ents are owe to en er another classroom where the next part of the
educational process can be completed.

DANNYMARTINEZ
Copy Editor

sion. Believe me, there are plenty of teachers
out there who deserve respect. It is the bad
teachers that make the system more unbearable.
Frequently, while sitting in class bored
out of my gourd, I ask myself, "Do bad
teachers know they are bad?"
My foremost definition of a bad, orrather
a non-teacher, is one who attempts to eliminate every trace of the human element which
still may thrive within the white walls of the
classroom.

This resembles an assembly line wnen.:
millions of products are pieced together as
efficiently as possible by alonglineofsemiskilled workers.
Sadly, since there are few individuals out
there willing to be teachers, it is inevitable
the educational system will continue its
industrious ways.

Other chartacter traits of non-teachers
include their infamous ability to discourage
potentially eager and interested students. It
is amazing how a disinterested teacher can

Rest assured, I don't intend anyone to
construethiscolumnaswholesalecondemnation of all members of the teaching profes-

These conditioned perpetrators of injustice enter the classroom as if they are talcing
their position on the assembly line- rigid,
conforming and simply a means of income.
Unfortunately, the human mind is not a
piece of machinery that can be forced together; there is no blueprint to the human
mind.
Sadly, at this point of societal evolution,
structural reformation of our learning institutions is not foreseen.
Teachers, however, have the designated
ability to bridge the vast distance between
the sterile four walls of a classroom to the
actual learning process. After all, learning is
a natural process.

/
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totally diminish a student's desire to learn.
The worst of these non-teachers are the
ones who are conscious of their faux pas yet
are apathetic to the situation and continue to
perpetuate it.

Drugs: underfunded battle
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resident George Bush informed the
nation he was continuing the war on
drugs by spending approximately 8
RAYGOMF2
billion to help put a stop to the abuse of
Staff Writer
drugs. He also announced he was going to
send economic and military assistance to the _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____.
government of Colombia to help end the ing a very close friend nearly die under the
influx of illegal drugs from South American misconception that he was in of control
•
himself and I was disturbed with all the
::ountnes.
The amount of assistance which he has drama that was involved.
The continual abuse of alcohol, pills and
proposed, sadly to say, is inadequate and
inappropriate considering the opposition.
other narcotics combined with the willful
Not to long ago, a major Mexican drug lack of sleep to maintain a sluggish equiliblord who was arrested for narcotics traffick- rium seemed inane at best, but despite this,
mg offered to pay off the entire Mexican they managed to mumble that they "loved
foreign debt to the United States if he would drugs."
be released. The Mexican de btto the U.S. is
The worst part of it is- the drug user~
in the billions of dollars.
thought they were having fun.
Does President Bush seriously think his
It seems the Linda Blair or Damian side of
proposals will have any permanent effect in a person's personality, which otherwise
curbing Americ a'scraving forillegaldrugs? should not exist, seems to talce over. The
Does he really recognize the drug problem in consequences are scary• Police lights, conthis country?
fusion and tears are all an inevitable part of
Holding a bag of "crack" confiscated in the routine.
front of the White House or citing numerous
An even sadder truth is the people to
figures as to the number of drug abusers in whom which I'm referring to are not the
the country does not mean that you can fully stereotypical dummies who merely enjoy
grasp the uphill battle against drug abuse.
getting "wasted."
1 recently had the misfortune of witnessThey are bright, intelligent, insightful

FOODFORTHOUGHT

people on the verge of establishing themselves in our local business communities or
attaining a higher education at the expense of
their neurons.
I'm talking about people who actually
have a realistic chance of making something
of themselves and who, although they won't
admit it, are purposefully putting stumbling
blocks in their paths thinking their youth,
experience or some magic capability will
bail them out.
Many p arents advise their children simply to say no to drugs. Of course, some will
al ways experiment. It' s somewhat like telling children not to touch a hot iron. They
usually do, and it does not hurt until they
realize they are burning their fingers.
I' ve heard one of the reasons Bush has
prop osed the inadequate financial amounts
is that he yvants the members of the European
community to take a more financial role in
the "war on drugs."
As a nation, the United States should first
clean up its own act.
As individuals we should hear the shovels digging the graves for the people who
have died because of drug abuse.
U nfo~unatel y, it appears that politics will
need to mtervene if a difference is to be
macle.

L E TT ER S P O L I C Y:
"The Pan American" welcome~ in put from all readers. Letters

applicable, major and classification oi°job title. Letters must

to the editor should be 300 words or less. but the editors may

be legible. Names may be withheld upon request. Letters

make exceptions. They may be edited for libelous statement<;,

must be submitted at the Student Publications Office, Emilia

correct spelling and grammatical errors. Letters with the use

Hall 100, by noon the Tuesday prior to publication. The

of vulgar expressions will not run. All letters must be signed

editors reserve the right to not print any letter. If interested in

and include the writer's telephone number, and where

w1iting a guest column, contact the editor.

CJ
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Dead horse
beaten
To the editor:
It is a source of wonder to ~ee
that Mr. Fabian continues to
beat the dead horse of Edwin
Aguilar's editorship (The Pan
American, 9/14/89 ). If Sam
Freeman and Edwin Aguilar
are the "Dynamic Duo," then
Mr. Fabian must be their Joker
counterpart. He seems to
demonstrate an obsessive/
c~mpulsive habit of lashing out
mindlessly at anything that
smacks of Freeman/Aguilar,
much Fabian more than confirms any accusations of his
own uncivilized ignorance by
resorting to infantile namecalling rather than knee-jerk
reaction of Edwin's critics in
general, and of Mr. Fabian in
particular.
Since Edwin is gone, however, it might not be too much
to expect that Mr. Fabian and
his compatriots in mindless
subservience to the status quo
find a new witch to hunt.

Perhaps a book-burning could
be arranged.
In the meantime, Mr. Fabian
would do well to consult Dr.
Freeman as to how long a
machine gun and a naive
attitude would keep him alive
in a foreign war.

Phillip John Lozano
Communications
Editor's note: ''The Pan
American" regrets the delay in
publication of this letter.

Column
critiqued
To the Editor:
Coceming the editorial "The
Uninformed Promote Pseudo
Leaders" in the 9/29/89 edition
of "The Pan American" the
naivete of the editorial staff is
truly astounding. Ms. Moya
begins her colum by explaining
that she doesn't know enough
about anything to compose a
coherent argument about
anything, and then proceeds to
short digressions on those
subjects that she claims to

know nothing about. Ignorance
is a poor excuse for being
unable to form an informed
opinion; we exist in a information- based society, with more
sources of material than anyone
could possibly digest completely. Surely a journalism
student could find a way to
examine information about one
subject to write of.
Anyway Moya presents her
own "uninfom1ed" opinion on
several subjects, including
President Bush's war on drugs.
Truly, with the Columbian
cocaine cartel, not the drug
problem in the United States.
There is a vast difference.
Note that most of the money
has been allocated for military
excursions to destroy the
foreign kingpins, not for
domestic programs. If George
really wanted to make a difference, he would have alloted
more funds for education,
rehabilitation, inner -city
employment and local law
enforcement.
Additionally, an assessment
of the entire situation of poverty and despair that leads
many to the selling and buying

.
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of drugs. then again, this might
be too much to expect from a
(organization that deals with
drug lords and drog trafficking
as a course), as well as the
Southern Florida Task Force
and the National Narcotics
Border Interdiction System,
agencies that proved their
ineffectiveness with dazzling
displays of incompetence and
doublespeak. (In 1984, Bush
claimed to have eliminated the
drug trade in Florida while
cutting deals with Noriega). If
Ms. Moya really believes that
Bush is sincere, then perhaps
she also believes that Ignorance
is Stregth.
Lastly, Moya turns her
display of ignorance into a
flaccid plea for informed
opinions. As "The PanAmerican" has already proven to be
a source of disinformation, this
can hardly be less believable.
Future leaders you will not be;
by echoing the popular sentiment, obedient sheep you shall
remain. .

Phillip Lozano
Communications

Former SGA
VP retaliates
To Sergio Loya:
Who died and made you
spokesperson of S.G.A? When
have you ever tried to help
students or been in S.G.A? It's
great that you talk about leadership, but how can you talk to
me about it when it's apparent
that you don't know its meaning!
I did what I thought was best
for SGA and myself; thus, I
wish SGA the best of luck in
the incoming year. We should,
as students, try to make this a
better university for everybody.
At least I can say that I have
worked on getting a radio spot
for SGA on B-104 to inform
the students about what pressing issues are at hand, (and
SGA will hopefully follow up
on this). I have tried to help
students to the best of my
ability while I was in office. I
was the only student/SGA
member who was present at the
Board of Regents' meeting to

~~'

protest against the increases in
building usage fees, computer
lab fees, etc. Where were you?
During the summer I advised
the youngsters in the Y.O.U.
program on the matter of
getting an extra half hour for
recreation, which I'm glad to
say they got!
There are other accomp11shments that I have done. For
example, I helped plan the
parking lot in front of the SS
Building. I also assisted with
financial aid matters as well as
followed up with the A TM
proposals.
I believe SGA should help
everybody that attends this
university.
Getting back to previous
matters, the only meeting I've
ever seen you attend was the
last SGA meeting of the 198889 year. You, Sergio Loya,
were against a MexicanAmerican book scholarship
fund that would have helped
needy Mexican-American
students by providing extra
money for books.
How could this have been a
bad proposal when even Congressman Kika de la Garza
thought it was a good idea? I
have a personal letter from him
as a record of proof.
So if you're willing to help
students, don't criticize those
who do. Either put up or shut
up!

Joe Salinas
Former SGA vice-president

I-~~
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Here's Your Ticket To The
Hottest Show On Campus!
I J

.;
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.1.\ ..,;1,..

IFIE D

TYPING SERVICE: Research

papers, reports, etc. Proofreading & Editing. English & Spanish. Call. 585-2838.
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (U-repair).

Delinquent tax propeny. Call
805-644-9533 Ext. 103 fOI current repo list.
RETIRED ENGLISH TEACHER.

When: Sept. 28

FEATURING:

Typing/Language Help. Near
Campus. Glenn 383-2066.
WANTED
FEMALE
ROOMMATE: Student preferred.

Rent is $137 plus utilities. Call
Debra L.C. at 383-0382 or 3833344.

School: UTPA Campus

NEED EXTRA CASH? Small
investment needed. Benefits for
members. Guaranteed results.
Call Gloria 581-9376 or 6319896.

Where: LRC 107

PART-TIME WORK FOR JUNIOR ACCOUNTING STUDENT

with at least a "B" average. 20
hrs. per week. Transcriptneeded.
For appointment call 787-1415.

Time: 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
m,ns;:,c;:,;
Zenith Data System's invites you to see for yourself why
we are the star performers. From our newest addition, the
5.9-lb. MinisPort laptop, to our high perfonnance 386
desktop, Zenith can offer you a wide selection to fill your
computer needs. Student, staff, and faculty members can
take advantage of savings up to 40%. Financing for
students is available from Zenith's new Loanware. Ask
for more details today!

data
systems
ZEN"H INNOVATES AGAIN""

. A FREE GIFT FOR CALLING
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,700 IN
ONLYl0DAYS!! Studentgroups,

fraternities and sororities needed
for marketing project on campus. For details plus a free gift,
group officers call 1-800-9508472. EXT. 10.

There's only one war
to come out ahead
01 the pack.

Z-286LP
&♦,1aAmerican Heart
,.,- Association

HELP WANTED
SHEA MARTIN
Walters and waitresses
needed.
Apply Tuesdays/Thursdays
In person from
9-11 a.m. or 2-4 p.m.

217 S. Closner, Edinburg
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Graduation applications due
Applications for May 1990 graduation for bachelor and master's
degrees are due Oct. 9 in the Office of Admissions and Records.
All applications received after the deadline date will be processed for the next eligible graduation date. The prerequisite for
applying is an approved degree plan.
Students who do not have a degree plan must sub1111t one to his
or her respective department an unofficial transcript and sheet of
paper with his/her name. major, minor and whether or not teaching
certification is sought.
After filling out the application for degree, students must pay a
required graduation fee of $15 to the Office of Payment and
Collections in the SS building, Room 115. The completed application for degree should then be returned to the Office of Admissions
and Records.
If all graduation requirements are not completed by the date
originally indicated, a $5 fee will be required to transfer the
applicatio11 to a later graduation date.

Pre Law meets next Thursday
The Pre-Law society will be having its first meeting next
Thursday during activity period in the Liberl Arts building, Room
207.
The agenda includes the Corpus Christi Law Fair and the
election of officers.
Anyone intrested in joining is welcome to attend the meeting.
For more informatin, call Dr. Jerry Polinard, political science
professor, at 381-3344.

All requirements and applications for degree and/or certification
programs Ui,der the current catalog must be met prior to September
1, 1991.

Volunteers needed for alcohol workshop
Volunteers are needed for the alcohol awareness workshop set for
Oct. 16 in the overflow room.
Interested volunteers must be of legal age. Volunteers will be
asked to sign a release stating they understand the experiments done
during the workshop are for public demonstration.
If interested or for more information, stop by UC 205 or call Elvie
Davis at 381-2260.

Tuition late fees added
A $5 late fee will be added to tuition installment payments for
students on the quarter payment plan who have not paid.
A $25 reinstatement fee will be added for those who pay after
Monday.
Anyone who has not paid by 4:30 p.m. on Oct. 6 will be
withdrawn from the university. In order to be reinstated, the student
must pay the tuition balance in full plus a $25 fee.
Payments can be made in the Student Services building, Room
115, between 8:30 a.m. and noon or between 1 and 4:30 p.m.
For more information, contact the Payments and Collections
office at 381-2715.

Valley AIDS Council inservice today

Student teaching applications due

Christy Franco, from the Valley Aids Council, will conduct an
inservice on aids for faculty and staff today in the overl1ow room,
located between the cafeteria and the snack bar, during activity
period.

Student teaching applications for Spring 1990 are due Oct. 27 in
the office of field experiences, Education building, Room 139.

The discussion will cover modes of transmission, risks and
problems that may arise.

Students must have completed a minimum of 90 hours: threefourths of required hours in their major with a GPA of 2.25; must
have an overall GPA of 2.0 for all course work; all general education
courses completed; English 1301 and 1302 completed with a grade
of C; an official degree plan on file; pass the T ASP/PPST test; any
additional requirements as specified by the department of a student's major or 1111nor field.

Anyone wanting to go to the inservice should feel free to bring
their own lunch and eat during the program.
Franco will talk about aids to students Tuesday during activity
period in the overflow room.
For more information, contact Student Health Services at 3812511.

Raimo presents
4th concert

Put'em up!-Actors (1.-r.) Anahthony Rojas, Mayo Caceres, Wendy Morse Casares
and Chris Leka rehearse a scene for the upcoming musical "Kiss Me Kate". Call the
box office at 381-3581 for reservations.
(Photo by James A. Hawley)

'Kate' to open Oct. 10
UT Pan American's University Theatre now presents Cole
Porter's smash hit "Kiss Me
Kate." This musical comedy runs
Oct. 10 and 11 for UTPA students and faculty at 8p.m., Oct.
12-14 at 8p.m. and Sunday Oct.
15 at 2p.m.
Porter uses the time-tested
device of a' play-within-a-play.'
He chooses to parallel much of
the action of "Kiss Me Kate"
withShakespeare's"Shrew". For
instance, Lilli and Fred star as
the actors who are appearing as
the lead characters of Kate and
Petruchio in a travelling production of the "Shrew."
The couple playing the lead
roles are husband and wife Mayo
Caceres and Wendy Morse Caceres.
Marian Moma directs the play,
with Doria Avila servin g as
choreographer and Vernon
Carey as musical director.
The cast includes Fidencio
Leal Zavala, Diane Marie Salter,
William Eastep, Mara Lee
Rowin, Kevin Shropshire, Jeff
Marquis, Chaves Ransom,
An ahthony Rojas, Chris Leka,
Carl Grantz, and J. Paul Robens.
Chorus members include
Ciaudia hvdriguez, Melinda

Marroquin, Alma Rodriguez,
Sandy A. Duke, Eva Hernandez
and Ana Montemayor.
Two persons per I.D. are admitted on Pan Am Nights (Oct 10-

11) and one person per I.D. on
general public nights. Tickets
for the public are $10. Forreservations and more information call
the Box Office 381-3581.

The music department will
present faculty artist John Raimo
in his fourth performance of a
five pianocencertseries of Schumann's works Sunday at 3 p.m.
in the Fine Arts Auditorium.
Raimo will open with "Kreisleriana", opus 16, which Schumann dedicated to his friend
Chopin. It will be followed by
one of Schumann's larger works,
"Fantasie," opus 17, in three
movements: Ruins, Arch of
Triump and Wreath of Stars,
which he dedicated to FranzLizst
and covers a myriad of moods.
Raimo will close with "Vienna
Carnival," a five -movement
romantic sonata which Schumann composed to celebrate the
carefree gaiety of the pre-Lenten
season in Vienna.
Admission is $2 for students
with a validated I.D. and senior
citizens; $3 for the public.
The fifth and final concert in
this series is set for Oct. 8.
For more information on
Raimo' s concerts or other music
department activities, call 3813471.

Student publications
earn top honors
Both The Pan American and
Rio magazine have won high national awards again this year.
Rio, the general interest
magazine, 1988-89 academic
year were also entered in two
contests; however, official results
have only been received from
one of the competitions.
The Associated Collegiate
Press rated The Pan American
an "All American" with four
marks of distinction. The Columbia Scholastic Press Association awarded it a First Place
rating.
The first ACP mark of distinction was given for coverage
and content.
"Excellent school coveragepertinent to student's lives," one
judge contended.
"Strong" writing and editing
was sited as another mark of
distinction.
The judges felt ''The Pan
American" exhibited a "good

range of photo coverage" with
"great reproduction quality." In
addition, they felt the opinion
content showed "excellent insight" and discussed "relevant
topics."
CSPA evaluated the paper in
threeareas: content, presentation
and general operations. Of all
the guidelines, The Pan American" was most acclaimed for its
presentation.
"The PAU community is fortunate to have such an excellent
newspaper," commented one
judge.
The Associated Collegiate
Press named Rio magazine "All
American" with marks of distinction in all five categories,
which include content, writing
and editing, photography, layout, and concept.
One judge said he had always
been impressed by Rio; however,

Cont. "A wards" on page 5
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Beau assaults girl
On September 26 a girl was assaulted by her exboyfriend in
the parking lot. After she refused to go back to him , he hit her
with a closed fist four times. Since this is not his first assault on
her, she may file charges.
Aug.30-Sept. 13 Girl claims aHispanic male,HSU lbS.,btt tall,
husky built, short black curly hair, about 25, has been following
her since last semester. He has not been identified.
Sept.15 Burglary of a vehicle was reported in Lot F. Only a
parking permit was stolen.
Sept.20 At 9:45 a person was found trespassing on campus. He
had been told not to come back after having been involved with
stolen cars on campus. He was taken to the Edinburg detention
center.
Sept.23 Kyle Douglas Bedwil was arrested for public intonxication at the men's dorms at 5:30 am. He was refered to the
dean of students for disciplinary action.

~ESTJIURANT - BAR

,, 1ts g>araafse- ,,
Live Music Saturday & Sunday

585 -9537
4 mife6 soul:&.. Conwet!J
( ~ t to la.- Lomita, ~swn,)

320 S. 10th
McAllen , TX 78501

The Music Merchants
Since 1973

Et PATO

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
Y ALLEY •WIDE

OCTOBER SPECIAL
Big Mexican Plate
•
....••••••••••••••••••••••
, •..•................

HWHITE FLOUR .

HPATOS
.......______
••

__.

TRY 'EM, YOU'LL
LIKE 'EM!

Beef Guisado
Spanish Rice
Ranchero Beans
Salad & 2 Tortillas

111!!1
.::;:a

ONLY $2.79
IPICIALIIING IN NANDMADI FLOUR TOmLLAS
MIi. O'S OWN NOMIMAH IECIPIS ALL FOOD
MADI FRESH DAil f ON PIUIISES

NOW OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A,M,,SUNDAT 9:00 A,M,

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
McALLEN (Pecan)........................................682•3 I 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83) ......................................687•826•
McALLEN (No. IOth) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 682°1576
EDINBURG••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 383•0725
BROWNSVILLE •••••••••••••••••• .. ••.. •••• .. ••••• ..•••••••541 •0241

MISSION
·····················································s•s•4S4S
WISLAC0 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1414

HARLINGEN •••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••·•••••••••••••428•6224

RX-5100

Cassette Receiver

• Bring this Ad for a 25% discount on all
~an1.ui Car Stereos and Speakers
• Other models available at Special Discounts
• Expert Installation
1 Year Warranty Including Labor
Layaway Plans Available at Sale Prices

512/682-1221

All Credit Cards
Accepted

1-800-541-6063

Cellular Phones/Auto Security/Custom Insta/lation!Serv1ce

!Toll FrPI' )
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ROTC cadets attend airborne school
JOE ZAMBRANO
Staff Writer

ROTC cadets from University
of Texas-Pan American attended
military schools and participated
in Army sponsored training during the summer.
Graduating from the U.S Anny
Airborne school at Fort Benning
Georgia were Carlos Navarro,
Santiago Rodriguez and Joe
Ybarra from Edinburg, Daniel
Garcia from Mcallen and Juan
Garces from Donna.
Joe Micheal Ybarra said his
experience at airborne sch oo1was
well worth the sweat and pain he
went through.

Awards

Just what the doctor ordered-Zenaido Camacho, assistant
dean of Baylor College of Medicine at Houston, speaks to students
about attending medical school.
(Photo by Nereo Ramos)

i ---

.

Ybarra recomends the training to any one who thinks they
are ready for the mental and
physical challenge.
Airborne school is comprised
of three weeks of strenuous training that is topped off by parachuting four times during the day
and one at night before graduatino

-r:It was an opportunity availiable and you don't get too many
chances like this, plus it changed
my attitude to want to accomplish every thing I did," Joe said.
Javier Avila, from Mission,
completed the U .S Army Master
Physical Fitness Course at Fort
Benjamin, Harrison, Indiana.

The fitness school is a four
The two week school is diweek course that teaches ,mat- vided into three phases that inomy, treatment of sport injuri~s cludes knowledge of various
in addition to health and nutn- helicopter landing zones, prepartion.
ing and inspecting swing loads
"The course is very demand- from helicopter cargo hooks and
ing mentally but is an educa- rappelling off of helicopters that
tional reward that one can carry are 90 feet in the air.
for the rest of one's life, "Javier
Jose Munoz, from Mcallen,
said.
spent 35 days in the Republic of
"It was very demanding on Korea as part of the Cadet Troop
studying that when I arrived from Leadership Training Program.
graduation, Friday. I screamed
This program allows selected
when I saw my books that fol- cadets to spend time with regular
lowing Monday," Avila added. Army units and gain valuable
_Feliciano Mata completed the leadership experience.
For more information on miliArr AssualtSchool atFonRuckeran~ •. Alabama and is already tary schools or ROTC contact
quahf1ed as an army parachutist. Major Lafeevers at 381-3600.

--------------Cont.from page 4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

he feels the 1988-89 issues are
"top-notch pro-quality."
Rio magazine has exhibited
high levels of achievement in
competition over the past four
years. It has been the winner of
aCSPA's secondhighest award,
the "Silver Crown" and has been
named "Al 1American" for three
consecutive years.

giate magazines in the nation in
1987.
Mary Edna Quiroz, assistant
editor for Rio last year, credits
the creativity and experience of
the staff with Rio's success.
"We had so many topics on
campus and in the Valley, such
as the lNS thing, that would be of
interest to people," she said.

"We had a lot of creative
people with experience and others who brought in new ideas,
she said.
Enrique Olivarez Jr., who
edited both issues of Rio last
year, praised his staff.
"I owe the recognition to a
good staff," he said. "They were
willing to work very hard."
Delcia Lopez's photography
Winning the Silver Crown
Team work was another facwas
outstanding. Her black and
placed Rio in the top six colle- tor, she said.

white shots helped the concept I
wanted to achieve.
Randy Klutts was copy editor
for Rio.
Other photographers included
Jay Lewis, Nereo Ramos, and
Joe Kertesz.
Panfilo Garcia edited The Pan
American.
Othernewspaper staff included
Edwin Aguilar, Melissa Downey,
Ray Gomez, Mark May, Yvette
Quiroz, and Letty Cavazos.

Ifyoucaq find a ___ intosh in · room,
we
t put one in yours. Free.
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In what will surelv be the easiest test of vour intellect this term, Apple inYites you
to try \\T
inning a free Apple" Macintosh"Plus personal computer merely by finding it in
this dra\\Ting.
.
We'll e,Te1 give you a hint: It's not the table, the lamp, or the cha.tr.
~o\\· vou·re on vour own.
To register, look for contest details where Macintosh computers are sold ~n your
campus. Oh. all light, \\'e'll gh·e you a hint for that, to~: Look_ a~ th_e bo~tom of this ad ..
But do it realk~ reall,· fast. Because onlv one Macintosh 1s bemg g1\'en away on this
campus, and it's going to happen soon.
Soon, as in tight a\\Tay Pronto. Quick-like.
But hey, you can take a hint .
'

'

I

•
Somebody's going win afree Macintosh.
to

Enter September 11th-September 29th

Technology Resources-LRC 116
Hours: 8:00-5:30, Mon. thru Thurs., 8:00-12:00, Fri.
C> 1989 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the 11pP1e logo, and Madnt06h are registered tooemarlcs of Apple Computer, Inc mustrauon IC 1989 Man Groening
One enuy per person, plea.le. Only fulllJme smdems, facuky, and staffare elix1ble to wm.
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Soccer
wins 1,
drops 2
DA VJD HUNTER
Sports Editor

The soccer team has been going
through some rough times following there secondplace finish
at the St. Edwards tournament
and their home game victory over
Texas Lutheran. Last week the
team lost in succesive matches to
I Iardin-Simmons on Monday, 21, and on Tuesday to Houston
Baptist, 3-0 on Thursday.
Saturday the team kept a tradition of never having lost to Texas
Lutheran at home. The team
outplayed Texas Lutheran to a 20 victory.
Following the victory the
gringing schedule proved to be
to much for the . team and the
volume took its toll.
"The team was really bumpeo
up and bruised from the games
last week." Coach Eloy Moran
said," We've got one player who
is going to have to have orthoscopic surgery. Right now all
that we are doing is playing
around and trying to recuperate
from the last week."
In the first game of last week
versus Hardin-Simmons the team
had problems from reasons other
that pe1forrnance. Three players
were ejected frfom the game.

Broncos fall to Nuevo Leon
!JA V/D HUNTER
5ports Editor

"Against them ( Hardin-Simmons) we had only eight players
to their twelve." Moran said.
Theejectionofthe players came
back to haunt the Broncs in their
second game on Tuesday.
"In soccer the rules state that if

a player is ejected from a game,
"Moran said," he cannot play in
the following game so coming
into the next game we were still
without the three players."
A hard schedule with many
consecutive games was detrimental to the players abilities.
"Overall I kind of blame myself." Moran said,"the team
played 9 games in three weeks.
Two of the games went into
overtime."
With the proper amount of rest
the team may have better results
this week. Wednesday the team
went up against Trinity University in San Antonio. Saturday
the teams takes on St. Edwards
at 2:00 p.m. in the soccer field.

"If the team plays up to their
potential I think we can win both
games." Moran said." I think that
we just have to shoot more
intstead of dribbling as much as
we have been."

It's a first

3 tie for Lou Hassel award
DAVID HUNTER
Sports Editor

'

In the past there have been three
ties between two people in a vote
for the Lou Hassell award. For
the 1989 year there was the first
three way tie.
Anthony Hampton, Bob Shepherd, and Lalo Pereida have the
honor of having the closest vote
in the 27 year history of the
competition.
Hampton, a psychology major,
was a strong part of the tennis
team. He comes from Dale City,
a suburb of San Francisco.

"I think that Anthony is representative of everything that the
Lou Hassell Award stands for,"
Head tennis coach David Cross
said, " He is really into his academics and his long term goals.':
Pereida, an accounting major, was part of ·,.he cross country
and track team~, he also led the
cross country team to a second
place finish in (·onference. His
hometown is not far away in
Brownsville.

Tommy ~iimpson. In 1979 the
last tie was between Rob Bettauer and David Steffan.
Each winner will receive a
trophy.

" Shepherd really works hard,
" Head ba:,eball coach Al Olgletree said, " I was areal proud of
the fact that h<> got the award."

downs and 45 yards rushing, and
Gonzalez with 68 yards rushing
on 19 carries.

"Vfe gave it our best shot and
Numerous turnovers hun the
came close," Estrada said, "But Pan Am Broncos. Their re.:ord
close is not good enough."
falls to 2-2.

FRUIT &
featuring

COLUMBO FROZEN YOGURT

And Other Delicious Items:
* Creamy Fruit Shakes
* Ice Shakes
* Sandwiches
* Fruit Juices
* Fruit Salads And So Much More
800 Ash, Suite H

1520 W. University Dr.

(next to Tire Colla/)

(behind Pizza Hut)

McAllen

Edinburg

686-3252

380-2612
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Expires Oct. 6, 1989
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Black and White Night
ALTERNATIVE MUSIC NIGHT
* Now 18 to 20 year olds Welcome ~••--.,,,_.,,,- On Tutc>sdays Only!
\

For n inc -., cr;11ght years there
had been ,1 sin<! k winner of the
award such nan~cs as Jim McGurk
and Doug Eri ..:kson. In 1971
baseball playl' rs Mike Duffey and
Regg ie Tre.idway ~h:\rcd the
honor. Ir : cn.'i 1he second tie
was bct\, C\·:i Jimmy Proctor and

..

NO COVER ALL NIGHT!

rRF.f BAR DRINKS ANO DRAFT BfER
8:00 - 10:00 p.m .
FfER 10:00 p.rn . 51.50 !JAR DRINKS
·10 PF.OPLE Wrt H
Bl.ACK & WHITE ATTIRE ..

SUPPORT

500 EAST HACKBERRY - McALLEN, TEXAS

OUR

682-4133
*
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Squeeze play-Bronco's Tailback Homer Gonzales (33) tries to shake off a persistent
Tigre defender during Saturday night's game at Bear Stadium. The Broncos lost to the
Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon by a score of 37-36. (Photo by Nereo Ramos)

PLENTY

" I think that he ( Pereida ) is
just one of the bes: guys that I've
ever worked with." Head cross
country coach Reid Harter said,"
And he's a solid citizen as well as
a solid student and athlete. He
ra II y deserves it."
Shepherd is from Susanville, a
town located in northern California. l le is a Health Education
Major and a Psychology minor.

The Nuevo Leon Tigers, who
are the top ranked college team
in Mexico according to the El
Norte newspaper in Monterrey,
jefeated the Bronco's 37-36 after completing a two point conversion in the final seconds of
the game
The Broncos will have a
chance to better their record this
Saturday at Bear Stadium against
a university team from Ciudad
Victoria, Mexico
UNL took the early lead with
7 :55 left in the opening quarter.
Pan Am quickly came back with
a Homer Gonzalez 8 yard run
capping off a 65-yard, 10-play
drive.
Moments later the Broncos
went on top following a Javier
Arteaga interception. Quarterback Joe Estrada hit Mark Ortiz
on aslant pattern overthe middle.
David Montano followed that up
with a two point conversion pass
fromEstradaandPanAmled 157 with 2:09 to go in the first
quarter. UNL rose to take a 2215 lead in the 2nd quarterto take
a 22-15 lead. Estrada answered
the call once again, going in from
six yards to tie the score at 22-22.
The tigers roared back in the
third quarter, recovering an
Estrada fumble at the Pan Am 31
and going the distance to make
the score 29-22.
But the Broncos were not to be
put down so easily. The defensive strengths came out and Pan
Am held the Tigers down. Mark
Calvert recovered a fumble following the fourth ':Jck of Carlos
Perez.
Estrada th,·n took flight again
rolling right on a six yard TD
with 9:45 left in the game.
High statistics for the game
were; Estrada, con1pleting 21 of
38 for 151 yards and two touch-
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The National Security Agency v,:ill administar the Pro f<..· ssional Qua lification Test
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CC team takes 1st
DA V/D HUNTER

Even with the increase of Students this year the enrollment in
intramural football was less than
minimal. Flag football wich
began on Sept. 12 had a total of
only 9 teams. The teams have
been playing in the afternoon and
are approaching into the semifinals.
"The championship will take
place October 2-4, " Santiago
Villanueva, director said," The
champions are going to go to
Denton to participate in the statewide championship unless it is
cancelled. Even if it is cancelled
we will still play TSTI in the
annual turkey bowl."
More teams would have made
the competition more interesting. But Villanueva has plans for
the teams that are already present.
" It's only tentative, but we
plan to have a Round Robin
Tournament," Santiago said.
"The top teams will play each
other several times and the winner will receive a special trophy
or something like that. "
Badmintonbeganlastweekand
the number of entrants in that
was also less-than-promising.
The Badminton games take place
during
activity period at HPE

Sports Editor

The men's and the women's
cross country team both took first
place Monday at the Texas A&I
university Invitational held at
Kingsville Naval Air Station,
The men swept the A&I team
taking all of the first five places .
First place went to Luis Guevarra
in 21:50, 2nd place was won by
Orlando Bustamante in 22:17,
3rd place was taken by Alfred
Gonzalez in 22:27, fourth place
went to Valentine Trevino in
22:29, and fifth place was taken
by Eddie Calderon in 22:37.
"The men ran really well."
Assistant Coach Doug Erickson
said," Their time splits from one

to five were all very close. They
were all with in about a minute of
each other."
The men are currently ranked
seventh in the NCAA Region
Six. With this performance there
rankiong could easily improve.
"This mt>et marks our freshman ability to handle pressure,"
Erickson said," they came
through when they had to"
The women took first without
the help of last week's two top
runners Shanna Hale and Diana
Garcia.
The team was lead by Thelma
Morales who captured first place
despite a tough fight from A&I' s
Gloria Lopez. Last week she
was unable to finish the race
becauseof a foot injury.

Lopez would not let her win
the race easily," Erickson said,"
But Thelma Rose to the top"
UT-PA beat the A&I roadmnners 19-36 over a tough two mile
coourse. Following Morales was
Sonia Rodriguez in 3rd, Sylvia
Rodriguez in fourth, Laura Arteaga in fifth and Cindy Pena in
sixth.
"They all did a good job as a
team and that was what they were
supposed to be running as."
Erickson said, "The younger
freshman seem to be really improving. They have a better
ability to push each other. Cindy
Pena and Laura Arteaga ran really well in the end to close the
time between first and fifth and
sixth place."

Golf starts season
ROB NEAGLE
Sports Writer

I got it, I got it --Leah Viloria, number one seed in the NCA,
makes a sucsessful return during one of this seasons
practice sessions.The · tennis team will compete in
Monterrey, Mexico today.
(photo by Joel Martinez)
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RESEARCH
IFORMATION
Largest Library of information in U.S. American Heart
Association

6'Y'

all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/ MC or COD

f.MH~• 8~nq;,~~J4;!'2~2
Or, rush $2.00 to• Research Information

11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A. Los Angeles. CA 90025

The University of Texas-Pan
American golf team kicks off
their Fall 1989 season this weekend at the Woodlands Invitational Tournament in the Woodlands, Texas.
Sam Houston State is hosting
the event which will be played
tomorrow and Saturday at the
Tournament Players Course at
the Woodlands.
Veteran coach Oton (Tony)
Guerrero returns only one player
from last year's team that finished 5th in the American South

Conference tournament. El Paso
senior Paul Marmolejo, an allASC pick last year, is the lone
starter coming back from last
year.
A pair of junior college transfers, John Cofer and Kevin Cherkowski, join the UT-PA team

Cynthia Canamar

Ileana Almaraz

Owners

HAIRMASTERS
721 Lindberg, McAllen

15% Discount for PAU
Students and Faculty

Aerobic Classes
Monday • Thursday 5 p.m. and 6 p,m.
Friday 5 :30 p.m.
Bob Houston: cen111ec1 by
Aeroblc's & Fitness Association of America

383-9133

Jackie Mutcheson
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this year. Cofer transfers from
Western TexasJunior College in
Snyder, Texas, while Cherkowski comes from junior college in
Vernon, British Columbia.
Joakim Peterson ofHellviken,
Sweden and Genaro Davila of
Saltillo, Mexico, freshmen, will
also compete in the tournament. .
"This course will be a good
challenge," said Guerrero. "I
expect the guys to play well, as
long as the golf course doesn't
get to them mentally."
The tournamant is the first of
five scheduled for the Broncs
this fall.
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Free Makeover with Student I. D.
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Pregnancy Testing . . .
1111 Problem Pregnancy Counseling .•·• .
. ·. •·
.·
1111111 Pregnancy Jerminatioq(1st _
& 2nd<Trimesfer).
~ Morning After Treatment >
· •· ·
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1111111 Speakers For EducatiOhiil Progr~ry,s
Adoption Services
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For Information CALL:
428-6242 - 428-6243
Licensed By The Texas Department Of Health
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Smith Corona presents three products that can
help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm room.Yet, thanks to
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character
DataDisk capacit)'; and a crystal clear display, it
makes it easy to tr~nsform B's into Ns.
For those who prefer an electromc typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display and approximately ~000 characters of editable memOf½

you can have the convenience of word prncessing
features with the simplicity of a typewriter,
Of course, the pocket-size Spell-Right™300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case a built-in electronic dictionaf½ a thesaurus,
a calculator, even a collection of challenging
word games.
So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the end of this ye~lj =
SMITl-t
do~t forget to thmk
IE CORON~
Smith Corona at the
TOMORROWSTECHNC)!.OGY
beginning of this year.
ATYOURTOUCH

IIJIIIIE

it

For more mformat,on on these products, wnte to Smith Corona Corporation, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan. CT 06840
or Smtth Corona Canada. 440 Tapscott Road, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada MlB IY4
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Music: 'something for everybody'
ALEX RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

that he realized his deep intrt·~t in
music: "I never seriously conThere are many who believe sidered any other kind of work
that the University of Texas- Pan than what I'm doing- From the
American fails to afford the stu- time Iv.as 13 years old, I guess."
dent body the same benefits as a
During Seale's high school
larger institution; however, UTPA 's music department proves years he became quite interested
the contrary. As former chair of in double reed instmments and
the music department, Dr. Carl learned to play them. It was also
Seale has continually exhibited at this time that he bean composoutstanding achievement for both ing some original works.
himself and his depanment.
Seale received his bachelor's
Seale feels that learning, like
degree
in music education with a
life, is a continuous cycle. He
performance
concentration in
said, "I noticed when I was a
double
reed
instruments
from
student that everytime I opened a
Baylor University. Seale contindoor to more knowledge for
myself, or someone opened it for ued his education at the Univerme ... that there were many more sity of Louisville where he redoors to go through; and so the ceived his masters degree. He
more I learned, the more I real- received his Doctor of Musical
ized that there was to learn." Arts degree from North Texas
Learning for Seale seems to be a State University after several
series of opening musical doors, years as a public school music
entering and revelling in the vast teacher.
knowledge at his fingertips.
Seale's love for music is fully
Seale's association with mu- conveyed through his teaching.
sic began as ordinarily as any He experiences a deep sense of
child's. At a young age he sang accomplishment when he sees
in a church choir and in junior the "light come on in student's
high began to play the alto saxo- eyes," and greatly enjoys aiding
phone. It was also in junior high them in the understanding that

the re is a "broader world than the
one that they're currently living
in."
Seale 's courses consist mainly
of those pertaining to music the-

Carl Seale

ory. He stresses the importance
of a firm foundation in his classes
for without a background understanding, nothing can fully be
assimilated into the overall
scheme.
Seale's talent has not gone
unnoticed by the UT-PA admini-

stration. He was the 1981 recipient of the PA U Alumni Associations' s Distinguished Faculty
Award. In 1982hewasawarded
the Distinguished Faculty Award
for Creativity and Service to the
University from the division of
Academic Affairs. In the same
year, he was appointed chairman
of the music department, a post
which he held until June, 1989.
Conducting is one extension
of music for which Seale has a
passion. He has, at one point
conducted or guest conducted
the Valley Symphony Orchestra, the San Antonio Symphony,
the Orchestra of Guanajato, the
Nuevo Leon Orchestra, the
Denton Community Orchestra,
two high school orchestras, a high
school band, a community orchestra in Harlingen, a number
of youth orchertras and most
recently the University of Tamaulipas Orchestra at Tampico.

the works of various composers
over each concert season in order
to provide a unique balance for
the audience.
Seale feels that the 1988-89
concert season was highly successful, and believes that the
1989-90 season will prove to be
at least as good.
The Valley Symphony Orchestra will perform five concerts this season. The first of
these will be held on October 17
in the Fine Arts Auditorium and
will include works by Mexican
and American composers including "Great River Suite," Seale' s
own composition.
Seale' s personal compositions
utilize a variety of genre and tonal
styles. "We live in a time where
with all these technological
advances, we have fewer and
fewer excuses for not learning
and not experimenting and not
expanding," he explained.

In 1972, just after beginning
"My particular philosophy of
work at Pan American Univermusic
is that music is an art that
sity, Seale became the conductor
has
somthing
to say to everyof the Valley Symphony Orchesbody,"
Seale
contended.
tra. As conductor, he employs

,,1 don't want
a lot of hype.
Ijustwant
something I
can count on.,,

Cont. from page 1

Budget-position which the administration did not feel was necessary.
Maintenance and utility for
the University Center and the
chapel have received minor
changes in the budget based on
actual use of fiscal year 1988-89.
The Student ID budget increased only enough to cover
operational costs of film.
The amount of funding allocated to Student Insurance was
slightly decreased as mandated
by enrollment.
Similarly, the Unemployment
budget, which covers a portion
ofunemploymentcompensation
the university must provide for
former employees, decreased
minimally due to lack of necessity.
The Intramurals account was
increased in order to compensate
for a raise in the salary of Santiago Villanueva, housing and
recreation director and the new
assistar.' dean of students.
The decrease in the Student
Publications budget reflects the
reduction of two salaries.
"Rio" magazine continued to
be funded despite recommendations by the SAAC to withdraw
financial support on the basis that
the magazine could not offer
anything to the students. The
adminstration, however, felt the
award-winningpublicationdoes .
benefit the students.
The Drama and Folkloric
Dance budgets increased to
improve these organizations as
they are positive reflections of
the university.

Senate·--postpone its deliberations until
they have studied the FSIC's
report in detail.
"Any action taken here will
probably be ignored (by the
administration)," he concluded.
A special meeting will be called
next week to discuss the report.
All interested parties will be
invited to attend, including the
President.
Discussion on whether the
called meeting will be open or
closed ensued.
Jorgensen argued it should be
closed or the president will not
show up.
On the other hand, Dr. David
Alvirez, Faculty Senate chair
and sociology professor, held it
should be open.
"I'd like the faculty members
at large to attend," he said. "Their
tenure is at stake."

Sonia's Beauty Boutique

Some long distance com·
panies promise you the moon,
but vJhat you really want is dependable, high.quality service.
That's just what you'll get when
you choose AT&T Long Distance
Service, at a cost that's a lot less
than you think You can expect
low long distance rates, 2+hour
operator assistance, clear connections and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. And the
assurance that viltuallv all of
your calls will go thmugh the
first time. That's the genius of
the AT&T Worldwide Intelligent
Network
When it's time to choose,
forget the gimmicks and make
the intelligent choice, AT&T
If youtl like to know more
about our products or services,
like International Calling and
the AT&T Card, call us at
1 800 222-0300.

Students H/C $4.00 • Reg. $6.00
Perms $17.00 & up
Open Mon • Sat
8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.

:I ,

~O~E~~~~
P:~~~~TI
380-2239

1603 W. University, Suite F, Edinburg

HELP WANTED
Several positions for
day and night shift open.
Apply at Yogurt Etc.
2101-B N. 10th
No experience necessary
but preferred.

Triple T Restaurant
Home Cooked Foods & Homemade Pie

Mon. - Fri. 6 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Breakfast Special $1.99
Dally Lunch Plate w/Dessert..SA.25
21 Piece Shrimp Plate.............S4.50
Mexican Plate..........................$3.95
10% Student Discount w/1.D.

381-1788
Orders
to go

AT&T

524 W. Unlversrty
Two Blocks East of Campus

ALMA'S
His -n- Hers
Styling Salon

The right choice.
422 1/2 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

